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A major work destined to change how scholars and students look at television and
animationWith the release of author Thomas Lamarre’s field-defining study The Anime
Machine, critics established Lamarre as a leading voice in the field of Japanese animation. He
now returns with The Anime Ecology, broadening his insights to give a complete account of
anime’s relationship to television while placing it within important historical and global
frameworks. Lamarre takes advantage of the overlaps between television, anime, and new
media—from console games and video to iOS games and streaming—to show how animation
helps us think through television in the contemporary moment. He offers remarkable close
readings of individual anime while demonstrating how infrastructures and platforms have
transformed anime into emergent media (such as social media and transmedia) and launched
it worldwide. Thoughtful, thorough illustrations plus exhaustive research and an impressive
scope make The Anime Ecology at once an essential reference book, a valuable resource for
scholars, and a foundational textbook for students.
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and Infrastructure EcologyThis book explores the relation between television and animation. It
deals with how television affects animation, and how animation allows for a different
perspective on television media, one more in keeping with the contemporary situation in which
what has traditionally been designated as television is now thoroughly mixed with a host of
other media and media practices. Such an exploration is necessarily broad in reach and
synthetic in impulse. It draws on research conducted in a number of disciplines, including
cognitive science, neuroscience, economic and sociological studies of telecommunications,
infrastructure studies, as well as in the vast middle ground of cultural studies, film and media
studies, and critical theory and philosophy, not to mention the field of Japanese studies.In this
Introduction, I wish to provide an overview of and guidelines to my approach to the key
concern of this study: how the relation between television and animation hinges on
infrastructures, multimedia franchises, and media ecologies. The result is a far-reaching
introduction to a capacious and synthetic study. Yet I feel such an introduction is both
necessary and desirable in order to situate my approach and findings in the context of
contemporary debates within television, film, and media studies. I thus provide here an
overview of some of the current questions about what is happening with television today and
what is happening with animation, infrastructures, and multimedia franchises. This Introduction
addresses what is happening concretely and pragmatically with television out there, and what
is happening conceptually or speculatively within our interpretations of television. The
speculative “in here” follows from the pragmatic “out there”: interpretation tracks, follows on,
and hovers over concrete changes in practices, discourses, and technologies of the
production, distribution, and consumption of television and animation. As such, I tend to situate
myself more as a tracker and gatherer than as a keeper of fields or a builder of monuments.



But television’s appeal, despite its thoroughly sedentary tendencies and statist legacies, may
not ultimately lie in its association with settled worlds or monumental histories but rather in its
calling for other kinds of society.TelevisionSomething’s happening with television. TV industries
around the world are producing record numbers of new shows, and these programs are finding
their way into new markets via streaming services, cable and satellite services, and downloads,
both in regular and informal economies. What is more, although there are pronounced
generational differences, surveys tell us that people of all ages are watching as much or more
television than ever.[1] Still, it is equally plausible in response to such surveys to declare, as a
young friend did, “How is that even possible? No one I know even has a television!”The sense
of what’s happening to television depends on what your image of television is—media platform
(the television set), mode of reception or cultural practice (domestic versus ambient viewing),
content (specific patterns of serialization), communications infrastructure (broadcast, cable,
streaming), globalized experience of synchronicity, a bid for national or global unification based
on demographic segmentation of content, or some combination of these modalities.[2]
Because any or all of these modalities may be called on to define television, it is equally
plausible today to speak on the one hand of the marginalization or even the demise of
television, specifically of broadcast television, as a result of its being subsumed within
telecommunications networks and being received on tablets, phones, and computers. On the
other hand, the conversion of broadcast television in Japan to digital terrestrial television,
which is a digital update of the prior broadcast system, together with the completion of the
Tokyo Sky Tree in 2012, at 634 meters the world’s tallest broadcast tower, duly attest that
broadcast television is far from over, as much in its symbolic dimension as in its financial
dominance of media ownership.[3] In the North American and European contexts, the term
“posttelevision” is increasingly used to split the difference between the two contemporary sides
of television.[4]The first wager of this book is that what’s happening with television today is a
continuation of what’s been happening with it for a long time. Interestingly, accounts of
posttelevision in the North Atlantic region usually make reference to the rise of transmedia
storytelling. In the context of Japanese television, however, transmedia storytelling is nothing
new. It meshes with all periods of television. Japanese scholars thus tend to speak in terms of
periods and generations of transmedia storytelling, or media mix, and to address
transformations in it rather than isolate it as posttelevision (see chapter 5).[5] Similarly, the
buzz over posttelevision in the North Atlantic context stresses the recent “unbundling of TV
from the medium that delivers it and the machine you watch it on.”[6] There is buzz in Japan,
too, about TV that is not TV as a result of its medium and platform. A Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Company (NTT) service launched in 2013 bears the provocative name NOTTV
(nott�·a+) yet delivers television programming such as news and sports to smartphones. This not-
TV form does not break with broadcast television; in fact, it is promoted as Japan’s first
smartphone-oriented broadcaster. As such, NOTTV builds on a deeper history of the
unbundling of TV from medium and platform that was hotly debated in 1980s Japan under the
rubric of new media (see chapter 7). For these reasons, I do not adopt the rubric of
posttelevision. Japanese television, which remains the world’s second largest industry, affords
a different historical perspective on transformations in television media, platforms, and
infrastructures. The rubric of posttelevision runs the risk of erasing the sociohistorical and
geopolitical dimensions of contemporary television formations by introducing a globally
synchronized break.Recent developments in information technologies and telecommunications
infrastructures have profoundly affected television modalities. Yet they have not resulted in a
definitive rupture with prior modalities. In fact, I would like to up the ante here: thinking of



television history in terms of rupture merely tends to sensationalize certain kinds of practices in
certain parts of the world at certain times, fragmenting and detotalizing television only to
retotalize its world preemptively, even if unwittingly. Presenting Japan as always already
posttelevision, or as entering into a postposttelevision era, simply posits North Atlantic history
as a normative point of reference, with Japan alongside the master. This is why this study, in its
historical dimension, takes the form of genealogy: both continuity and discontinuity are evident
at the level of television platforms, content, and infrastructures, which is also to say modes of
reception, transmission, production, and serialization. What is deemed television at any one
moment is an assembling of these modes.One might also take another step back, as Siegfried
Zielinski does, and consider television as an entr’acte in a deeper history of audiovision, which
is to say, as one assembling of modalities in an even larger history of audiovisual media.[7]
Here too the problem is that the articulation of historical depth is also the articulation of a
(European) center, without any account of how that center was produced. Again, adding
Japanese television to this deeper history of audiovision would demand some reckoning with
how Japan has come to be constructed as a center or in relation to a center. For these
reasons, the focus of this study is on Japanese television rather than the larger history of
audiovisual media—not to isolate Japan in advance but to understand its formation as an
urbanized media center. In addition, instead of delineating periods of television, the focus is on
genealogical transitions between one assembling of television and another. The overall
emphasis falls on a particular lineage, in which domestic television practices centered on the
family TV set were gradually expanded into the home media network in two registers: at the
same time that game consoles and VHS, LD, VCD, DVD, and DVR devices were being plugged
into the TV, new infrastructures of distribution (closed-circuit television, cable, satellite) were
altering broadcast infrastructures.This domestic lineage of television has profoundly affected
geopolitical reflection on audiovisual media, encouraging a focus on national television, or
more precisely nationalized television, which Yoshimi Shun’ya nicely captures with his rubric
“national domestic television formation.”[8] Television was both domesticated and nationalized.
To take seriously the processes of domestication and nationalization without reinforcing or
reinscribing them, I move back and forth across two levels: the macrohistorical level of
television (the formation of nationwide networks and nation-orientated programming) and the
microsociological level (the relations between audiences, platforms, and content). Looking at
how these two levels interact serves to disclose the regional, international, transnational, and
cosmopolitan registers of nationalized television. What’s happening with television today in
terms of contemporary trends toward transnational and regional TV presents important
continuities with what was happening in prior eras. Arguably, television was only ever
transmedial and transnational. Nationalized television introduces a kind of geopolitical
segmentation that amplifies transnational flows instead of reinforcing territorial boundaries.The
second wager of this book is more original, and as such potentially more polemical and
controversial. The wager is that animation will afford a better perspective on this genealogical
lineage of television than the usual historical emphasis on the liveness and presentness of
television.[9] Accounts of television have often lingered on the trend toward simultaneity of the
capture of image and its transmission, which has generally encouraged a bias toward live
broadcasting as the key to understanding the impact of television. Its reality or actuality effects
are thought to derive from its telecommunicational drive toward immediacy, simultaneity, and
synchronicity. Such an understanding is often extended to the electronic and the digital. As
Vivian Sobchack describes it, “Unlike the cinema, the electronic is phenomenologically
experienced not as a discrete, centered, intentional projection but rather as a simultaneous,



dispersive, and neural/‘neutral’ transmission.”[10] Other scholars, notably Jane Feuer, have
noted how such a metadiscourse on television relies on the allusiveness of the term “live,”
resulting in a degree of imprecision that has hindered the analysis of television.[11]Animation,
precisely because it need not rely on live broadcast or on live action, provides a way to work
past the ontological and phenomenological compartmentalizing of media types. The wager
here is that animation affords a better understanding of how television has continuously
mutated through a series of assemblings and yet has persisted, and how it has taken on
computational modalities and telecommunications technologies by making way for them within
its very operations. To grasp television from the angle of animation, however, demands some
reconsideration of animation itself.AnimationSomething’s been happening with animation.
Generally speaking, until the 1990s, the wisdom was that animation was a genre, a kind of
content whose form of expression relied on the sequential photography of paintings or
drawings (hand-drawn cel animation), or of clay figures, puppets, or other objects (stop-motion
animation). In the North American context, animation as a genre had become conflated with
two formats: children’s TV programming (Saturday morning cartoons) and theatrical animated
films to which the family took children (Disney films). This was never all there was to animation,
of course; among its diverse lineages, significant forays into experimental art animation
persisted. Yet it was the increased usage of digital technologies in filmmaking in 1990s that
would shatter this prior image of animation and introduce a new one: animation as a kind of
technicity, that is, a set of technical operations that made for a distinctive mode of technical
existence. Lev Manovich captured this new image of animation with a series of provocative
claims, including this: “Manual construction and animation of images gave birth to cinema and
slipped into the margins . . . only to reappear as the foundation of digital cinema. . . . Born from
animation, cinema pushed animation to its periphery, only in the end to become one particular
case of animation.”[12]In retrospect, it is easy enough to take issue with Manovich’s exclusive
reliance on cinema as a point of reference, and on his characterization of cinema in terms of
photography and photography in terms of indexicality.[13] Nonetheless, he provocatively
demonstrated how, with the rise of digital technologies, a notion had emerged that would
utterly change the conceptualization of animation: live-action cinema. Suddenly everything that
was not live action could be taken as animation. It thus became difficult to determine the actual
limits of animation, the technical mode of existence of which was now deemed pervasive and
ubiquitous.[14] This new image of animation, partly because of its very capaciousness, has
spurred a boom in animation studies. The feeling that emerged in the 1990s—of something
happening with animation—made it possible to approach animation once again from the
abstract side, in a more philosophically speculative manner.[15] Such an image of animation is
a far cry from the notion of animation as cartoons for kids or family films.Still, if the perception
of animation as children’s cartoons has nonetheless proved surprisingly persistent alongside
the notion of animation as a pervasive technical mode, it is because both ways of thinking
about animation are necessary. While I don’t endorse the idea that animation is best thought of
as a film genre or a kind of television programming, I do think it crucial to maintain something
of both perspectives on animation—abstract and concrete, speculative and pragmatic.Not
surprisingly, as with the feeling that something’s happening with television, this new orientation
in the 1990s toward the happening of animation has also made it possible to perceive that
what was happening had been happening for some time.[16] The emergence of digital
technologies may not have introduced the definitive rupture they were so often purported to
introduce. Indeed, the central problem that emerged in the digital production of moving images
—compositing—turned out to have precedents in the production of cel animation, that is,



animation composed of celluloid layers. The key problem of cel animation was how to manage
the relation between multiple layers of the image under conditions of movement, as movement
tended to make the gap between layers perceptible. A variety of solutions to this problem arose
through experimentation with concrete materials: animators might, for instance, use techniques
to suppress the perception of the gap between layers; they might try to mobilize the movement
of layers to heighten a sensation of movement; they might try to call attention away from the
movement between layers by focusing attention on the movement of a character. There are yet
other possibilities for drawing attention from the gap, such as the use of color or music to
impart a sense of seamlessness of the experience of moving images.[17] The multilayered
image thus implies the generation of a translayer force.Digital animation and special effects
present a transformation of this problem of compositing in that digital images frequently resort
to different media sources: some elements of the image come from live-action photography.
Others come from computer-generated imagery, including computer techniques for drawing
and painting, motion capture, and digital photography of models or figures.[18] The term
“plane” thus is probably preferable to “layer” in the digital context. In any event, one plane of the
image may appear photographic or photoreal while another plane may appear to be drawn by
hand; one plane may appear volumetric, and another rather flat.[19] Various strategies for
compositing these media planes have been worked out, with different tonalities. The interval
between the multiple layers in cel animation and the interval between “media textures” or
“media planes” in digital production are not different in nature but rather are different in kind.
The problem of managing the relation between components of the image under conditions of
movement is the same. While the term “montage” is sometimes used to designate this
problematic,[20] I prefer the term “compositing” because montage has historically been
associated with structuring movement, and I wish to give priority to what happens in relation to
movement and to consider process as well as structure. The problem of process runs deeper:
the multiplanar image implies the generation of a transplanar force of movement, which
appears to precede it.The study of animation as moving images thus invites a genealogical
approach, for the basic problematic of compositing remains without definitive solution. This is
why it is impossible to define what animation is. It is only possible to track what animation is
becoming. The genealogical approach thus proposes lineages of animation instead of genres.
These lineages are technoaesthetic lineages based on tentative experimental solutions derived
from working with the abstract machine implicit in the problem of compositing, which became
concretized in history of cel animation in a series of variations on the base apparatus used to
work with cel layers: the animation stand. Solutions are also made, abetted by, and prolonged
through social and financial investments as well as received aesthetic conventions, even
though they are not reducible to any of them. In sum, a lineage of animation hinges on the
formation of a distinctive technosocial assembling that is at once concrete and abstract.In a
prior study, I delineated three lineages of Japanese animation with reference to three different
ways of grappling with the problem posed by the abstract machine for animated movement,
which I styled the anime machine in that context. The first two lineages were associated with
major studios and famous animation directors—Studio Ghibli and Miyazaki Hayao, and Gainax
Studio and Anno Hideaki—which offer polarized solutions to the problem of animation. They
correspond to what historian of Japanese animation Tsugata Nobuyuki calls the two axes of
Japanese animation.[21] Miyazaki situates his animated films in a lineage of classical full
animation, which emerged in 1930s Japan and flourished in the theatrical animated films of T�ÖV•
Studios (T�ÖV• d�Öv�• of the 1950s and 1960s. Although Miyazaki explicitly differentiates his
“cartoon films” (manga eiga) from television animation, he does utilize a range of techniques



associated with limited animation. If his films impart sensations akin to full animation, it is
because he deftly opens the movement of layers within the image while playing with the
orientations of weightless characters to enhance the overall feeling of a “movementful”
cinematic world. In contrast, Anno Hideaki and Gainax Studios embrace the lineage Miyazaki
so adamantly rejects: the highly limited television animation that began with Tezuka Osamu’s
Tetsuwan Atomu (Astro Boy or Mighty Atom) in the early 1960s. Anno Hideaki’s animations use
various techniques that tend to flatten the sense of a gap between layers, which forces
movement to the surface, encouraging a zigzagging, scanning sensation.These polarized
solutions are not purely technical solutions; they imply technosocial assembling. Put another
way, they imply worlds that extend beyond the animation object to affect makers and users,
producers and consumers. Miyazaki’s animations, for instance, dream in general of a minimally
technologized ecological relation to the world. For much of his studio’s history, this dream was
enmeshed with minimally technologized animation techniques that demanded specific kinds of
work and labor relations; it also encouraged a minimally commercialized franchise to
harmonize with the contemplative stance expected of its audiences. In contrast, Anno Hideaki’s
animations develop an alternative kind of technological capture, a structure of exploded
projection that solicits a high degree of interaction on the part of audiences, encouraging fan
production and participation as a key component of a commercialized franchise while
strategically mobilizing social discourses on the allegedly antisocial behavior of otaku (that is,
“fan cultures” or “subcultures”) fandom. Such animations become interactive milieus, easy to
repurpose and easy to outsource.To discourage a reduction of the contrast between Miyazaki
and Anno to a binary opposition between cinema and television, I introduced a third lineage of
animation, one centered on the adaptation of manga series into animated television series,
where the source manga and its creators matter as much as (and often more than) the
animators. I used the example of Chobits where the animated series is calculated to harness
the creative energies of the four-woman manga team known as CLAMP. While this lineage of
animation shows a good deal of affinity with the Gainax lineage in its technical solutions of the
problem of the anime machine, it differs in significant ways in its technosocial assembling.
Specifically, its story hinged on the idea of reset, and the animation series intuitively expanded
the notion of reset into a general logic for understanding the relation between the different
media instances or instantiations of a multimedia series: manga, toys, television animation,
films, light novels, console games, and visual novels, to mention a few.[22]The genealogical
approach to the creation of animation thus reaches the point where another problem is
appearing: that of the relation between media instances in a multimedia series or franchise. Put
another way, the problematic governing animation production (managing the relation between
layers) has shifted into another register, toward a problem that is like that of the multiple planes
of the animated image but is clearly not identical to it. The problem of production shifts into that
of distribution. The distribution of anime is the focus of this book.Distribution is also where
questions about the role of television must be addressed. After all, as mentioned previously,
Japan has the world’s second largest television industry (after the United States), and
Japanese animation studios have been the largest producers of animation in the world since
the 1970s. The bulk of that animation production has been for television or for television-related
audiovisual formats such as the OVA (Original Video Animation), the OAD (Original Animation
Disk), and the ONA (Original Net Animation), all of which may be screened today on mobile
phones, televisions, or computers. What is more, at the box office, animated films based on
manga and anime series outnumber the cinematic animations we associate with such directors
as Miyazaki Hayao and Takahata Isao (Studio Ghibli) and Hosoda Mamoru (formerly



Madhouse and now Studio Chizu). Prime examples of such franchise anime films are the
annual cinema installments in the Crayon Shin-chan and Doraemon series, and anime films
related to more recent franchises such as Naruto and Fairy Tale. While these anime films are
exhibited in a cinematic fashion, they are equally, perhaps principally, of the world of television
in both their aesthetics and their distribution. They move quickly onto DVD and into
broadcasting or streaming markets, which is ultimately their commercial base. As such, the
actual theater release of the anime film feels more like promotion for DVD sales, or like a public
event acknowledging the broad-based public success of a multimedia franchise. Significantly,
the two biggest films of 2016 were made by animation directors associated with otaku circuits:
Shinkai Makoto’s animated film Kimi no na wa (Your Name), which broke box-office records for
animated films, and Anno Hideaki’s live-action special effects feature, Shin Gojira (Godzilla
Resurgence). Not surprisingly, interpretations of their success oscillated between two poles:
either otaku-related television anime had been absorbed into mainstream and thus crushed by
it, or cinema had finally been overtaken and crushed by television anime.The distributive force
of television is formidable beyond the Japanese markets too: it has played a crucial role in the
movement of Japanese animation into regional and national markets across the world. The
general pattern has been as follows: television anime travels first, with the manga and other
related products in its wake; subsequently, as the franchise system becomes established, the
sequence for the release of other media instances such as toys, soundtracks, and novels
occurs, but in a more variable fashion.Television is not merely a distributive force behind
animations, however. It is not as if animated series are made, and then television picks them up
like so many objects, distributing them in the sense of putting them into circulation. When
animation is considered from the perspective of its creation, for instance, the impact of
television on animation is already palpable. On the one hand, the basic parameters for
television series—rapid production of weekly episodes—made techniques of limited animation
the best option, the funnel for creative energies. On the other hand, television is already within
and across animation series at the level of segmentation within program episodes (openings,
endings, ads, story segments) and across episodes (series). Television is a transversal force: it
works through and acts with animation.It is here that my wager about animation begins to take
shape. As television works its way through animation, animation becomes something other
than a self-contained object or self-identical content existing apart from its distribution. It
becomes a kind of nondiscrete object. As it folds the segmentations and flows of television into
it, it takes on something of the distributive force of television. After its encounter with television,
animation is not only a form of content but also (and, I will argue, principally) a force of
distribution. This force of distribution is particularly evident in four registers of anime series: (1)
the use of limited animation to solve the problem of the compositing within the image; (2)
segmentation within each episode; (3) serialization of the anime, or the segmentation of the
whole into serial components, and (4) serialization across media, or the formation of
multimedia franchises, commonly called “media mix” in the Japanese marketplace. These four
registers of segmentation and flow make the anime series difficult to localize and to treat as a
discrete form or object. They may be considered as nondiscrete objects akin to what Timothy
Morton calls hyperobjects, “things that are massively distributed in time and space relative to
humans.”[23] Indeed, I would push the notion further and would argue that in its encounter with
television, animation ceases to be an object in the received sense of the term, instead turning
into a mode of existence. This way of looking at animation returns me to Manovich’s
proclamation about animation subsuming cinema, but with a different spin: if animation seems
to be everywhere and nowhere, it is because it is no longer a localizable discrete object but a



technosocial mode of existence.Still, rather than simply conclude that animation has always
already been the ultimate multimedia or omnimediating entity, I would like to consider how this
anime technosocial mode of existence has emerged as an internal limit on the distributive force
of television, appearing where television folds back on itself in an assembling of polarized
tendencies that at once affects and follows from specific kinds of content and audiences as
well as platforms and infrastructures.InfrastructuresSomething’s happening with infrastructures.
As audiovisual experience is increasingly organized around ever smarter mobile devices with
wireless service, everything appears to be structured like a network, with any point in the
network potentially connected to any other point, and with so many connections being made
that data proliferate to the point where they allow for innumerably diverse pathways through
them. The impression is one of network logic being pushed toward its absolute limit, tending
toward pure horizontal or lateral connectivity without an external boundary, which makes for an
emergent system whose limits cannot be perceived or known—a frictionless cloud, akin to
what Deleuze called in a different context “gaseous perception,” echoing Marx’s notion of
sublimation, in which “all that is solid melts into thin air.”[24] This situation seems diametrically
opposed to the situation commonly attributed to broadcasting: the histories of radio and
television broadcasting are frequently characterized in terms of a subsuming of point-to-point
or networklike tendencies within the one-to-many paradigm in which a signal is transmitted
from a central source to multiple locations. Contemporary discussions about broadcast vis-à-
vis networks often make reference to an inversion of the prior situation: the ascendency of
networks has not merely liberated point-to-point connections but has also overturned their prior
subsuming within the one to many: the network formation is now subsuming broadcast. Now
that each point can connect to many other points, what was once the central point has lost its
privilege. Broadcast is but one point among others.Such a story about broadcasting recalls
Manovich’s story about animation and digital media: animation, previously subsumed by
cinema (old media), is now subsuming cinema. The new has not emerged through a rupture
with the old, however. Rather, something that had been subsumed within a prior formation has
emerged to subsume that prior formation. Television historian Shiga Nobuo, writing on the
emergence of new media in 1980s Japan, presented the relation between television and
telecommunications in exactly that manner: where television had previously gained autonomy
from telecommunications and established control over its networks, telecommunications had
now begun to bring television back into their fold.[25]Such stories invite a reconsideration of
the notion of subsuming in the context of infrastructural transformations. The term “subsuming”
has gradually come to imply a totalizing historical movement. Now that it has become possible
to speak of an inversion of subsuming (what was subsumed is now subsuming) in the context
of television, the received notions of subsuming might be effectively stretched and
reconsidered as well. If the subsuming associated with broadcast television has been
desubsumed and resubsumed, then it is probably time to introduce another concept alongside
subsuming—in this case, assembling. To take into account the possibility of an historical
movement in which one-to-many broadcasting effectively subsumes point-to-point networks
only to be subsequently overturned and subsumed by them, I propose a genealogical
approach to television media centered on assembling.Assembling happens between, and
strives to hold together, the two polarized tendencies (point to point, one to many), resulting in
a continuous process of assembling, disassembling, and reassembling. The actual functioning
of media infrastructures will tend toward one pole or the other—toward point-to-point
networking or toward one-to-many broadcasting. When an overall tendency toward one pole
becomes pronounced as a result of a variety of social factors, it is possible to speak of



subsuming. Yet subsuming is not totalizing—or at least, it is only totalizing in the last instance.
There will always be a mixture of tendencies; each tendency will retain and work with features
of the polarized tendency. As such, even if the one-to-many tendency appears historically to
subsume the point-to-point tendency, this does not mean that the point-to-point tendency
disappears. Even in the heyday of broadcast television, the point-to-point tendency subsists,
insists.Assembling occurs because there is a problem or problematic implicit in the formation of
telecommunications and television infrastructures that cannot be resolved once and for all:
some points take on greater weight than other points, contingently. So even if television flows
today are no longer organized around a central point or central points (broadcast monopoly or
oligopoly), and even if those points in the network are all deemed equivalent, they are not
equal when it comes to the actual functioning of the network. Hence one of the salient
socioeconomic tensions of contemporary media flows: in an era noted for horizontal, lateral,
nonhierarchical connectivity and participation, media ownership is concentrated in fewer and
fewer hands. Dealing with such problems is the goal; looking at processes of assembling
allows for a more finely grained discussion of historical transformations than is available
through global narratives of subsuming. Yet insofar as the perspective of assembling strives to
understand something of the overall movement of television rather than atomize it, it is not in
opposition to the notion of subsuming. It radically complicates it.In his account of television,
Raymond Williams dwells on the subsuming of point-to-point connections within the one-to-
many structure of broadcast television, yet he shows an awareness of the insistent generative
irritation posed by network tendencies. Subsuming, then, is not a once-and-for-all solution; it is
just one concrete instance of the assembling of polarized tendencies, one with teleological
ambitions. Nor does Williams’s account preclude the possibility of other kinds of assembling.
His account remains open to other possibilities because he strives to grasp the social
technology of television from the angle of its distributive force. Indeed, Williams may be said to
sometimes exaggerate this point: in contrast with cinema, where products are made and then
distributed, Williams argues that with television (and telecommunications in general),
distribution comes prior to, and takes priority over, the production of content.[26] Still, his point
is sound. The problem or problematic of television lies in its harnessing of a genetic or
generative force prior to either the point-to-point or one-to-many tendency. Broadcast television
is one way of managing this distributive force and one manner of solving the basic problem
posed through the development of infrastructure.Williams’s emphasis on distributive force
opens a strand of thinking in Marx that has been largely ignored because of the insistence on a
limited economic model in which the production of goods is taken to be the economic base or
infrastructure, with all else being superstructural.[27] In one of his rare comments on the
impact of communications in Capital, however, Marx remarks, “A relatively thinly populated
country, with well-developed means of communication, has a denser population than a more
numerously populated country, with badly-developed means of communication.”[28] Means of
communications serve to intensify something that initially appears to be entirely extensive and
thus imminently measurable: population. Population, however, turns out to have two kinds of
density, one related to extensive quantities (the number of inhabitants) and the other to
intensive magnitudes (the connections between them). As a result of these intensive effects,
the means of communication must be deemed productive; such means are not superstructural
to an economic base or production proper. Elsewhere Marx notes, “The conclusion we reach is
not that production, distribution, exchange and consumption are identical, but that they all form
the members of a totality, distinctions within a unity. Production predominates not only over
itself, in the antithetical definition of production, but over the other moments as well.”[29] It is



this line of inquiry in Marx that encouraged Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari to speak of the
production of production, the production of distribution, and the production of consumption.[30]
While tacking the term “production” onto all three modes feels awkward, the shift in perspective
is essential to this study for three reasons.First, the production of goods is not the sole or
primary infrastructure. The notion of infrastructure can be extended to distribution and
consumption without distorting Marx’s insight.[31] This is in effect what Williams does in his
account of television: he sees infrastructures of distribution as productive in themselves, and
he gives priority to them. He thus makes it possible to consider infrastructures in terms of
forces of distribution and relations of distribution.Second, the focus then falls on what happens
between or across these three (or four or more) infrastructures—production, distribution,
consumption, and circulation, to name the obvious ones. The production of distribution, for
instance, overlaps with or intersects the production of production, but the two infrastructures
are not identical or reducible to one another. They are members of a totality, to use Marx’s
term. The resultant unity or totality may be conceptualized as a society effect (Althusser), a
socius (Deleuze and Guattari), or the social (Foucault). Here my point of departure is the
technological assembling that happens within the television infrastructure, but in agreement
with Williams’s emphasis on television as social technology, I understand technical assembling
in terms of social implications and practices. The forces and relations of television distribution
make for technosocial assembling.Third, when Deleuze and Guattari tack the term “production”
onto production, distribution, and consumption, it is their way of calling attention to the two
sides of each infrastructural mode of production: forces of distribution and relations of
distribution; what distribution produces, and what produces distribution. Take television
distribution: on the one hand, something produces distribution (technical experimentation,
financial, military, and government investments in platforms and infrastructures), and on the
other hand, distribution produces something (affects and values).These three points allow me
to build on Williams’s approach to take into account the productivity of both faces of
infrastructure: extensive and intensive. The extensive side of television infrastructure is what is
normally thought of as the actual infrastructure—for instance, platforms (television sets,
computers, mobile phones) and all the rigging used to connect them (relay towers, satellites,
power lines) that permit broadcast, cable, satellite, and wireless networks. When it comes to
studying the extensive side of infrastructures, there exists a well-established academic tradition
of research, commonly associated with the sociology or social sciences of communications. I
draw a good deal on such studies, for they have laid the foundation for understanding the
territorial distributions and populations of television—its actual coverage, as it were. The focus
of this study is more on the intensive side, however, where recent trends in media studies and
science and technology studies have invited a renewed consideration of technologies and
infrastructures in terms of experience, affect, and values.[32] Already two distinct orientations
have begun to emerge in the study of the intensive side of infrastructures.First there are
accounts, such as Brian Larkin’s seminal discussion of infrastructures in Nigeria, which place
greater emphasis on large-scale transformations, grand spectacles, and public display: “Just as
the ritual surrounding the opening of the Kano Water and Electric Light Works was designed to
represent the plant as a technical object, so that plant was itself involved in a representational
project intended to signify the future and promise of an electric Nigeria, bright and modern.”
Thus Larkin focuses on the “provision of infrastructures as a work of state representation as
well a technical process.”[33]The history of television in Japan abounds with analogous
spectacles orchestrated on the part of the government, corporate broadcasters, or both in
attempts to make the modernity of the Japanese nation or economy both perceptible and



desirable to consumers. Examples from the earlier years of television continue to be cited: the
placement of television sets in public places to encourage sales in the mid-1950s (gait�Ð terebi),
the use of the imperial wedding of 1959 to spur television sales, and the hype around satellite
broadcast for the 1964 Olympics. Contemporary examples are equally striking. The Tokyo Sky
Tree is a powerful recent example of the infrastructure-related entwinement of technical
processes with state (and corporate) representation. A whirlpool of discourses swirls around it,
including those attesting to the Japanese qualities of its design and those signaling a new era
of prosperity for Japan’s export economy.Studying large-scale events orchestrated around
infrastructures provides insight into the social and cultural values, or symbolic values,
enmeshed with the actual technical processes. This sort of technosocial assembling turns the
components of television infrastructure—broadcast towers, large television screens in public
places, and even the humming array of transformers and power lines—into symbols of
modernization, internationalization, and globalization, as well as into purveyors of social and
cultural values. Such an approach runs parallel to and complements the study of the extensive
side of infrastructures. While it evokes something of the intensive side of infrastructures, it
sustains a focus on what is perceptible, primarily on a large scale and at a macro level. As
such, this approach tends to subordinate the intensive side of infrastructure (what it produces—
affects and values) to the extensive side of infrastructure (what produces it—governments,
corporations, and engineers and technicians). As I will show in this study, it thus tends to focus
primarily on the one-to-many tendency of infrastructures—on centralizing tendencies—in a
symbolic register.Second are accounts of infrastructures that strive to give more latitude to
their intensive side by shifting attention away from the perceptible and focusing more on the
imperceptible. Two general manners of thinking have emerged in this respect. The first may be
characterized by its emphasis on the disruptive.The emphasis on the disruptive finds its classic
expression in Heidegger’s account of the tool: when the tool fails to function, the excess of its
being, suddenly revealed, is felt.[34] Similarly, when infrastructure does not function—if, for
instance, water does not flow from the tap or if there is a blackout—one must suddenly
confront the practices and technologies that sustain the functioning of the infrastructure, which
normally fade into the background. Such an emphasis on the moment of disruption gravitates
toward large-scale disruptions. In effect, it addresses the large symbolic or poetic functions of
infrastructure that Larkin highlights but focuses on the site or moment of their
breakdown.Although Heidegger acknowledges that disruption serves to disclose something of
the smaller practices and technological negotiations that ordinarily sustain the infrastructure,
his interest lies elsewhere than in infrastructures and technologies. What stands revealed in
disruption is being itself, which had been covered over by the metaphysical condition that
makes humans absent to themselves: a promise of salvation from a technoscientific condition.
His focus on the disruptive is part of a larger philosophical project interested in the play of the
presence/absence of Being, which has often been adopted in psychoanalytic and
deconstructive approaches to questions of technology. In the psychoanalytic version, however,
humans are deemed absent to themselves in a different manner: humans are always already
internally disrupted, that is, constituted through negation (constitutive lack). The disruption of
infrastructures is thus read in terms of the disruption of the symbolic or symbolization—which,
again, is useful in that it steers toward the intensive flip side of Larkin’s poetics of
infrastructure.The problem is an emphasis on the disruptive lends itself to a tortured
metaphysics because what you experience when tools, technologies, and infrastructures fail to
function is the human condition writ large. Still, it is possible to overturn this orientation toward
absence or lack by resituating the problematic within the history of telecommunications, as



John Durham Peters does in his account of the telephone. He considers the anxious
interpretations that arise when you are waiting for a phone call that does not arrive: “The
exploding of dialogue into two remotely linked halves makes the validity of interpretation
obscure. The inability to distinguish inner projections from outer messages flourishes in
conditions where interpreters have to bear the weight of the entire communication circuit. This
inability, psychologically conceived, is called paranoia; socially conceived, we should call it
mass communications.”[35]Peters also tends to look at telecommunications from the angle of
the breakdown or disruption of communication, and from an explicitly Heideggerian angle,
which dwells on the interplay of presence and absence. Treating infrastructures and media as
akin to Heidegger’s ground of being, he focuses on how moments of failed communication or
noncommunication (between humans and cetaceans, for instance) bring the ground to the fore,
revealing or disclosing the medium (environment and vessel).[36] But in that context, as in the
above quote, his account implies an important shift in emphasis as it teases out the nonrelation
at the heart of relatedness: breaking down is essential to functioning; disclosing or revealing is
productive, even operative. Discontinuities are built into continuous functioning. It is
discontinuity that generates continuity, but now continuity is happening in two registers. One
appears to be objective: the continuous functioning of the telecommunications infrastructure
through physically engineered linkages. The other appears to be subjective (paranoia and
mass communication): you feel all the possible connections impinging on the point where an
interval opens between you and the caller, for the lack of a call feels like a call. The
discontinuous or the interval, then, is not disruptive but rather disjunctive. It allows for a
disjunctive synthesis of these two distinct faces of continuity, holding them together across an
interval.It is useful here to introduce Deleuze’s terminology. In Difference and Repetition,
Deleuze refers to the one side of continuity as passive determination or connective synthesis.
The other side of continuity is conjunctive synthesis. Between them lies a second synthesis,
disjunctive synthesis. Subsequently, in Anti-Oedipus, Guattari collaborated in the
transformation of these concepts through their encounter with Marx’s conceptualization of
production, distribution, and consumption.[37] For the sake of clarity, let me present it
schematically:connective synthesis !’ production of productiondisjunctive synthesis !’ production
of distributionconjunctive synthesis !’ production of consumptionAs noted previously, in contrast
with Marxist accounts that take the production of production as the primary infrastructure,
Guattari and Deleuze pave the way to consider each of these syntheses or productions as
infrastructures. What is more, even if these infrastructures enjoy some degree of autonomy,
they do not occur in isolation from one another: disjunctive synthesis (assembling) also
happens across infrastructures (connective synthesis) and implies socius or society effect
(conjunctive synthesis). What some Marxists call the primary mode of production in fact entails
a threefold synthesis instead of the two-sided economic determination of base and
superstructure.When it comes to the study of television or telecommunications infrastructures,
the point of departure is the production of distribution, which implies disjunctive synthesis. On
this point Raymond Williams’s account of television agrees with Deleuze and Guattari. In fact,
Williams pushes the point: what characterizes television and telecommunication is the
dominance of the production of distribution. The novelty of Williams’s approach becomes
clearer when contrasted with recent trends in infrastructure studies, which tend to look at
media infrastructures primarily from the point of view of their production (connective synthesis),
or to assume subjectivity all the way down (conjunctive synthesis). Still, these approaches are
not incompatible with a focus on the disjunctive. The problem is that they are all too one-
sided.Susan Leigh Star and Karen Ruhleder sum up the Heideggerian impasse of



infrastructure studies: “Common metaphors present infrastructure as a substrate: something
upon which something else ‘runs’ or ‘operates,’ such as a system of railroad tracks upon which
rail cars run. This image presents an infrastructure as something that is built and maintained,
and which then sinks into an invisible background. It is something that is just there, ready-to-
hand, completely transparent. But such a metaphor is neither useful nor accurate in
understanding the relationship between work/practice and technology. It is the image of
‘sinking into the background’ that concerns us.”[38] They then begin to delineate an approach
complementary to Williams–Deleuze–Guattari’s emphasis on production of distribution.Star
and Ruhleder do not recommend turning to moments of massive disruption of infrastructural
services as a way to bring them to the fore. Indeed, they argue generally against the
infrastructural inversion that favors an account of the impact of infrastructures on humans at
the expense of what humans do with infrastructures. They note how the emphasis on the
disruptive tends to give greater weight to infrastructures than to humans. To counter such a
tendency, Star and Ruhleder strive to bring both infrastructure and human agency to the fore,
exploring how infrastructures are produced and maintained through the agency of humans,
acknowledging not only engineers and technicians but also users: “Within a given cultural
context, the cook considers the water system a piece of working infrastructure integral to
making dinner; for the city planner, it becomes a variable in a complex equation. Thus we ask,
when—not what—is an infrastructure.”[39] When they enumerate the principal dimensions of
infrastructures, “becomes visible upon breakdown” is but one dimension alongside the
following: embeddedness, reach or scope, learned familiarity, links with other conventional
practices, embodiment of standards, and built on an installed base.[40]Their focus is thus
largely on production, on designing or making infrastructures. Star and Ruhleder attend to how
discontinuities—that is, the various problems and challenges presented to design—allow for
the construction of technical continuities, which involve a complex ongoing process of
maintenance and fixes. This is precisely what Deleuze and Guattari call connective synthesis
or the production of production: it is the discontinuity, the cutting or segmenting, that generates
flow. Bruno Latour presents a similar understanding in his account of the discontinuities and
heterogeneity implicit in the construction of networks, which he calls “paths of reference.” From
the angle of users of infrastructures, he notes that these discontinuities may not be perceived:
“There are paths of reference that resemble gas pipelines or mobile phone networks: once they
are in place, no one (except someone responsible for maintaining them) is interested in the
other meaning of the word ‘network’ (the one involving heterogeneous associations that were
necessary for putting the functioning networks in place).”[41]This way of thinking about
infrastructures is useful in that it brings to the fore the complex series of actors and actions that
go into producing, sustaining, and altering infrastructures. Yet as Guattari and Deleuze point
out, and as Latour too is well aware, although such a focus on connective syntheses
demonstrates a keen sense of technical processes, its account of the human and the social
remains thin. Star and Ruhleder’s account, for instance, often speaks of human agency without
considering any sort of constraints—internal or external—on it. The risk, then, is that human
agency becomes conflated with human sovereignty, thus presupposing mastery over objects
and the ascendency of the subject. It is for this reason that Latour introduces the agency of
nonhuman actors and proposes to treat them symmetrically with human actors. To present his
stance somewhat crudely, the TV set and its audience might both be considered agents or
actors, meriting equal attention for their active contributions to the network or infrastructure—
but so too might electrons, photons, cathode ray tubes, cable boxes, modems, antennas, and
relay towers, to name a few possible nonhuman actors. The big question emerging from



Latour’s work is, once you acknowledge all these nonhuman actors, how are you to represent
them? Latour moves directly to the matter of political—or rather cosmopolitical—representation
of nonhumans.[42]Latour’s approach intersects with that of Deleuze and Guattari in its
attention to distributed agency (distributed across human and nonhuman actors), yet the latter
thinkers take a different tack. In keeping with Marx’s insights—first, that circulation produces
unevenness, and second, that circulation is produced via a social distribution that occurs
through assembling across infrastructures of production, distribution, and consumption—
Guattari and Deleuze are interested in how technical processes (connective synthesis) and
psychosocial processes (conjunctive synthesis) are at once held together and held apart
(disjunctive synthesis). Peters’s example is relevant: the person waiting for a phone call does
not know whether the problem lies in technical processes (is there a technical breakdown?) or
in the one who should call (is the caller dead, has the caller forgotten to call, does the caller
intend never to contact him again?). On the one hand, there are technical processes with their
discontinuities and continuities, and on the other hand, there are psychosocial processes of
paranoia, of feeling the burden of the entire system of communication. The two processes do
not map neatly onto one another in a causal manner or through a system of correlation, yet
they are undeniably entangled. This is a matter of technosocial assembling—or more precisely
technopsychosocial assembling, in which technical processes and psychosocial processes
enter into disjunctive synthesis.Disjunctive synthesis implies a perspective similar to Latour’s
principle of symmetry in that it gives equal weight to technical and psychosocial processes. As
such, it provides a way to situate and build on the approaches to infrastructure presented
above. For instance, Larkin’s attention to large-scale events tends to see technical processes
subordinated to psychosocial processes, such as state-organized cultural events operated as
representations that “subjectify” technical processes. In contrast, Star and Ruhleder tended to
bracket questions of subjectivity, instead bringing technical processes to the fore and showing
how engagement with them at different moments in the making of infrastructure creates a sort
of community. A similar contrast plays out in the studies of Japanese television history. Yoshimi
Shun’ya, for instance, offers a detailed analysis of the national subjectification of domestic
television through mass-targeted events, synchronized scheduling, and other symbolic means.
In contrast, Kat�Ð Hidetoshi lingers on the technologies of television, seeking sites and moments
where they might be turned in other social directions. The perspective of disjunctive synthesis
does not rule out these two levels of interpretation. It is always possible to subjectify technical
processes, and conversely to technologize human agency. What is more, disruptions may
serve to expose something of operations of infrastructures, revealing dysfunctions internal to
functioning.Ultimately, however, the perspective of disjunctive synthesis is broader in that it
does not rule any of these possibilities. At the same time, however, it is narrower in that it is
attentive to the relation prior to the two terms—technical and social—that is active as they
emerge together, assembled. In this respect, disjunctive synthesis acknowledges both the
symmetry and asymmetry between two registers of continuity implicit in infrastructures. To give
a simple example, a human being and a television set are not normally thought to be
symmetrical in terms of their agency. After all, humans construct and operate televisions. Still,
humans and televisions may in fact act symmetrically in some instances. They may even begin
to feel asymmetrical in the other direction: the charge of television feels more forceful than its
listener. As these inversions and conversions become entangled and stabilized, the result is
what Guattari calls an “infrastructure complex.”[43]Where Freudian lineages of psychology
speak, for instance, of Oedipus and Electra complexes, Guattari evokes infrastructure complex
in order to break with the Freudian penchant for confining psychology to the nuclear family and



domestic space, and to consider how psychosocial and technical “machines” enter into
entangled, socially operative complexes. In effect, this complex arises where the disjunctive
synthesis is already fueling a conjunctive synthesis, and a form of subjectivity is beginning to
condense or cohere. Because disjunctive synthesis is always happening together with the
production of production and the production of consumption, it is often overlooked. Yet there is
something at stake in focusing on it. Today it is generally acknowledged that the interval
between production and consumption seems to be shrinking, compressing, or collapsing. Fan
cultures are one prime example because the fan mode of consumption is so productive that it
scarcely feels like consumption at all; it feels like a mode of production in itself. This
observation, although valid, often encourages a simplistic account of technologies and
infrastructures, in which digitalization is at once everything and nothing, ontologically. As such,
the digital or the computational may appear to be all controlling or all liberating in social terms
simply because it is productive. It is here that Star and Ruhleder’s intervention is apt: the
question is not what but when is the digital.This is also where the Marxist insight into the
intensive side of communications, which informs Raymond Williams’s account of the
distributive force of television, proves invaluable. The when of broadcast television
infrastructures lies in the encounter between tendencies—the one to many and the point to
point—that have become polarized through a set of relations catalyzed or precipitated around
the historical event of television. In the context of experiences of television, that is, the kinds of
experience implicated in using, watching, listening to television, which are the focus of this book
—the when of television infrastructures happens in the moment when you feel the pressure of
the encounter between the one to many and the point to point at once: you alone are
experiencing television, you and innumerable others linked to you; those entities on the tube
are small and intimate, at your disposal, and at the same time, you feel some powerful
unilateral force beyond your control lies behind them; you are the one among many, you are but
one among many, and you are many vis-à-vis the one. But this when is not simply your
personal experience. The very pressure on “you” serves as a reminder that the when of
television for you is also genealogical.But what does animation have to do with any of this?
How does Japanese television animation in particular contribute to an understanding of
television infrastructures?Approaching Electromagnetic RealityThis study began with a simple
observation: alongside its generating and harnessing of transplanar forces through multiplanar
images (connective synthesis), Japanese television animation has a penchant for transmitted
light effects, and especially for various kinds of flash and flicker effects. Such effects populate
the screen to different degrees, from the twin beams of automobile headlights to the elaborate
luminosity of control panels. Transmitted light effects are widely applied: they represent
electromagnetic events ranging from lightening bolts to extrasensory-power attacks and mind-
control waves. They also run the gamut in intensity, from slow pulsing or blinking to eye-searing
flashes. Flashing and flickering effects have often been evoked as a cliché of anime, especially
after the Pokémon Incident of 1997, when thousands of children experienced photoepileptiform
seizures watching an anime episode with particularly intense red–blue flashes. Needless to
say, given that anime is audiovisual in nature, sound and music are frequently mobilized to
intensify such effects, to the point where the audio and the visual often feel entirely fused
within the flash.I began to pay closer attention to such effects and to track them across
numerous series because I was interested in exploring how anime dealt with television and
computer screens. It occurred to me that if I were interested in the relation between television
and animation, then I should not only consider the history of television and of broadcasting
animation but also how anime series deal with television screens. Because animation relies



fairly heavily on hand-drawn elements (even if they are drawn into a computer), the
presentation of screens within anime introduces a wrinkle into the photographic model of
realism associated with live-action cinema, in which screens would be captured by a movie
camera. As it turns out, anime has its own distinctive manner of realism when it deals with
television, computer, and other kinds of screens. The presentation of screens in anime
generally oscillates between two possibilities: either screens pulse blankly with light, glowing
and flickering, but do not show images, or screens show images, yet these images are usually
drawn in the same style and with the degree of intensity as the nonscreen components of the
image. In the latter case, the boundary between screen world and actual world is tenuous or
nonexistent.The oscillation between these two screen modalities in anime opens a truly novel
and significant perspective on television. Much of the literature on television, including film
studies, has tended to portray it in terms of a unified and simplified effect: immediacy.
Discussions of the immediacy of television tend either to dwell on presentness and liveness
(simultaneity) or on distraction, that is, inattentive attention (the boob tube). In the 1950s and
1960s in Japan, as Yuriko Furuhata has shown, an emphasis on the liveness and presentness
of television was fueled by a fascination on the part of avant-garde artists with television news
reports and live broadcast.[44] Filmmakers in particular described and championed such
effects as a mode of actuality that promised to revolutionize cinema and to bring about an
aesthetic revolution.Such an emphasis on actuality in the theorization of television in 1950s
and 1960s Japan strongly parallels the account of television that Dudley Andrew teases out of
André Bazin’s writings. Andrew explains that Bazin saw photography as a document of the past
that addressed the present, which allowed photography-based cinema to preserve the
ongoingness of phenomena but at a remove.[45] In contrast, Bazin associated television with
presentness, for it strove to eliminate the temporal interval between photographic capture and
its experience. In other words, television was characterized largely in terms of immediacy,
which tended to eliminate the sort of spatial or temporal interval that was thought to allow for
an ethical or political aesthetic engagement with reality—critical realism, as it were. Cinema, in
contrast, afforded a spatial and temporal interval through which memory allowed for a
thoughtful and ethical relation to documentation and thus history.[46]Such a characterization of
television was part of broader orientation toward contrasting cinema and television. In his
books on cinema, for instance, Deleuze contrasts cinema and television by situating television
within telecommunications, with unfavorable implications: television is closer to the production
of clichés, the greatest obstacle to a genuinely thinking cinema.[47] Still, it should be noted that
neither Bazin nor Deleuze aimed to separate cinema and television in a definitive manner. In
fact, much like the interest in actuality among Japanese filmmakers in the 1960s, Bazin’s and
Deleuze’s emphasis on the presentness of television was calculated as a challenge to the
contemporary complacency of cinema, to force it into new kinds of ethical reflection and
political action. As William Marotti has demonstrated, for instance, avant-garde artists in 1950s
and 1960s Japan proposed to extend the contemporary revolution in aesthetic representation
to the entire social and political field of representation.[48]Clearly these earlier biases toward
reality or actuality in television, grounded in strong assumptions about its presentness and
liveness, do not seem to leave much room for animation, let alone television. Yet I will later
draw on Andrew’s recent presentation of Bazin’s writings on television, for Bazin stresses one
the aspects of television that is integral to this study and closely associated today with
animation and media mix: its parasocial effects. What is more, in her account of actuality in
Japan, Furuhata notes that as avant-garde filmmakers interested in actuality began to
experiment with the remediation of one medium by another (say, comics by cinema), they



entered a domain that might be called animation.[49] Such a take on animation recalls that of
Manovich: animation is defined in terms of a technical mode enabling multimediation rather
than as a genre. The interest in actuality thus shifted seamlessly into social experimentation
with multimedia precisely because artists and filmmakers were focused on the ways in which
cinema might be transformed through its remediation of television and other media. The result
was, above all, cinema expanded in its use of media in order to enlarge its scale to the point of
immersing audiences.[50]Something different was happening in the domain of television
animation, however, and what we loosely call anime arrives at a far different understanding of
the social experience of television. The genealogy of that “something different” is the focus of
Part II of this study. By way of introduction, suffice it to say that anime developed its own take
on the television experience, an experience polarized between two possible modes of
reception that hinge on two kinds of imperceptibility. On the one hand, when the screen flickers,
the content becomes imperceptible. It is surely there, but it is acting below the threshold of
perception and thus of consciousness. On the other hand, when the screen shows images, the
distinction between screen world and real world becomes imperceptible. Again, the distinction
may indeed be active, yet it remains beneath the threshold of perception and
consciousness.There are thus two modes of address, which in turn imply two kinds of attention
in reception practices. The second mode of address is easier to characterize: it implies
“worlding,” or the production of a parasocial field. The boundary between screen world and real
world disappears, allowing television entities to swarm into the real world, and conversely real
persons to enter the television world. The result is a distinctive social field in which television
entities and real-world entities mingle freely. It levels ontological and hierarchical distinctions in
the encounter between humans and TV personalities and characters. Usually this sort of
television effect is placed under the rubric of parasocial relations or parasociality to indicate
that it is like sociality but not real sociality. While I take on the term “parasocial,” I do not
consider its like-social relations to be less real than real-world sociality. For better or worse, our
media have definitively eroded a binary opposition between real sociality and media sociality.
The parasocial has its own social reality. To adopt something of Simondon’s perspective, this
parasocial field is one on which nonhuman actors may be ontologically distinguished from
humans in their mode of existence yet not are different from them essentially or
substantially.The first mode of reception is harder to characterize because the blank flickering
or pulsing glow of the television screen is so different from the presentness and liveness of
television often evoked in film studies. This flicker effect does not dwell on the tendency toward
simultaneity of image capture and its transmission (presentness), which allows for increased
synchronization of broadcasting in various locations around the world (liveness). It implies a
play with frequencies or wavelengths, evoking frequency allocations and separations within the
signal. Crudely put, it is about noise instead of signal. More precisely, it is about an experience
in which signal is imperceptible from yet is somehow felt through noise. Such an experience
opens a zone in which what is liked (or not liked) about television is its hum, glow, fuzziness,
snow, flicker, scan lines, bands, or hiss, to name a few qualities; these are what audiences
engage with first and foremost. It might be characterized as an analog experience, in that
analog media are commonly defined in terms of the entanglement of noise and signal
(whereas the digital strives to eliminate noise for the sake of compression). Such an
experience, however, carries over into digital television and onto liquid crystal displays. It is
akin to the experience of glitch, that is, an experience of discontinuity within the seemingly
continuous process of scanning, transmitting, and receiving the image flow.This sort of glitchy
discontinuity may be characterized in terms of connective synthesis; it is the discontinuity that



produces continuity, or the segmenting that generates flow. It concerns the production of the
production of distribution—the productivity of electromagnetic wavelength and frequency
whose weird space-time particle–wave existence are the stuff that go into making actual
infrastructures work. Here I call it the stuff of blink. But when I do so, I am already treating it as
it passes from connective synthesis into disjunctive synthesis, for I am also addressing how it
feels. The discontinuity at the level of the production–transmission of the television image is
prolonged into a discontinuity at the level of its transmission–reception, where the glitch implies
a disjunctive synthesis.[51]Here the contrast between cinema and television in the Bazinian
line of film studies pays off, if reconfigured. The Bazinian line looks at cinema in terms of
approaching reality.[52] It considers how the interval between reality and its mechanical
capture is then prolonged across registers of cinematic experience.[53] Television may also be
characterized in terms of approaching reality, but it adds another dimension of capture to the
capture of moving images—an electromagnetic capture. Cinema has tended to grasp the
capture of reality in terms of a particulate reality, treating light as particle, while television
approaches light both as particle and as wave. Television might thus be described in terms of
approaching electromagnetic reality, in which that reality is both particulate (discontinuity) and
wavelike (continuity). Capture is thus diffuse and heterogeneous. For historical reasons, it is the
wavelike continuum of television that has been emphasized, either to celebrate it (global
village) or demonize it (boob tube). The productivity of its glitches has been largely
ignored.When addressing television in this way, one of the challenges comes of the basic
intuition, so often hardened into dogmatic position, that television waves are somehow like
brain waves. In Part I, I deal extensively with this sort of discursive hardening of the
problematic of approaching electromagnetic reality, showing that it makes for a specific kind of
apparatus: the screen–brain apparatus. The screen–brain apparatus is a major part of the story
of television, allowing television to be conceptualized and harnessed as a force acting directly
on brains, allegedly in a unilateral fashion. Significantly, in the context of the Pokémon Incident,
which is arguably the most important incident to date for grappling with the electromagnetic
effects of television, everything hinges on television animation. But now, I hope, it is more
evident why animation, instead of live broadcast or live-action programming, may provide a
better way of understanding the electromagnetic reality of television.Animation production has
always used, and continues to use, photography-inspired modes of image capture in the digital
era, yet when rendering movement, it takes on a different problematic from cinema: the
separation of the image into multiple layers and multiple planes. These planes may also imply
distinct media textures or tones. With its techniques of compositing, animation pragmatically
tended toward multiple capture and thus toward a multimedia image instead of a photographed
profilmic reality.[54] This process entails connective synthesis; it concerns the production of
production of animation, wherein a specific sort of discontinuity or interval generates a specific
sort of continuity or flow, which makes for a distinctive kind of animated movement.
Subsequently, as cinematic animation went onto broadcast television, its connective synthesis
meshed with the televisual domain of distribution in a distinctive manner. With the rise of so-
called limited animation, the interval within the multiplanar image became flattened, moving
toward the surface of the image and becoming distributed across the image. At this juncture,
these animated moving images started, as if spontaneously, to lend themselves to the
production of distribution. Simply put, the interval at work in the domain of animation production
meshed readily with the interval at work in television distribution.Japanese television animation
pushed this tendency toward the distributive image to a remarkable degree, which allowed its
anime to take on an unusual and distinctive relation to television distribution. That relation



comes to the fore in the way in which anime portrays television screens oscillating between two
modes of reception. The screen approaches the flicker and hum of electromagnetic reality, only
to flip, as if naturally, into a parasocial field, a world of social relations in which human and
nonhuman actors mix and mingle. This ability of television animation to switch between (and
effectively fuse) electromagnetic reality and parasociality allows it to generate what might be
called the electromagnetic socius or electromagnetic society effects. This twofold nature of the
television screen in anime recalls the two sides of television infrastructures: the entangling of
psychosocial machines and technical machines. Time and again, at different levels, in different
registers, the study of television encounters this yoking of the technical and social. Still, what is
happening at the level of the screen in anime and what is happening at the level of
infrastructures is not the same thing. Although they are like one another, they are neither
structurally identical nor isomorphic. They are semblances, so to speak.Studying television
animation thus brings into play a distinctive register of technopsychosocial assembling: media
ecologies. In terms of their scale and magnitude, television media ecologies may be said to be
smaller than infrastructures and larger than screens. In the context of anime, for instance, the
most important media ecology is the expanded home television network, that is, the expansion
of the television through the addition of plug-ins or peripherals such as VCRs, DVD players,
and video game consoles. In terms of scale, the expanded home television network is larger
than the television screen (or computer screen) and smaller than broadcast television
infrastructures (or Internet). It is situated between the two in terms of magnitude. But scale is
just one way of looking at the situation. This sort of television media ecology has also its
intensive side, particularly evident when the television screen becomes the site of switching
between the (large) broadcast network and the (small) home network that comprises
recorders, players, game consoles, and sometimes computers. The result is a zone of
encounter between two tendencies of television infrastructure. The one-to-many tendency of
broadcast television is shunted and transformed into point-to-point tendencies within the home
television network. Here too television animation plays an integral role, which encourages one
other shift in emphasis in this study: from media mix to media ecology.Prior studies of
multimedia franchise models, such as Japan’s media mix and America’s media convergence,
have tended to treat them as simple combinatory systems, a gathering together or mobilizing
of components. When seen from the angle of television, however, it becomes clear that
something like media mix depends on a site of encounter between polarized infrastructural
tendencies, which makes for a charge running through the components and provisionally
ordering them. While “ecology” is a loaded term, thanks to its naturalistic connotations, it is not
an entirely inapt term either. Just as the biome becomes organized around flows of energy that
give rise to increasingly enmeshed life pathways, so the media ecology takes form through and
with the distributive force, the coursing energies of which allow for cuts and segmentations that
generate flows. Nevertheless, to avoid naturalizing multimedia formations, I frequently refer to
media ecology by Guattari’s quirkier term: infrastructure complex. Thus the case studies of
different kinds of media mixes and media ecologies in Part III take on monikers such as “family
broadcast complex,” “home theater complex,” “game play complex,” and “interface
complex.”OverviewTo address the range of concerns evoked in this Introduction, this study
consists of three parts, each of which deals with the relation between television and animation
in a different register. Part I centers on the famous (or infamous) incident in which thousands of
children across Japan simultaneously experienced photosensitive epileptiform seizures or
symptoms during a broadcast of the Pokémon animated series in 1997. This incident forced a
closer look at the physiological and neurological effects of animation. Also, because it gradually



became clear that the effect resulted from both the animation and the television, the incident
led to government regulations for both broadcasters and animators. Given the double origin of
the incident (animation and television), it is perhaps not so surprising that, even though the
facts of the matter are fairly clear, a strictly causal scientific explanation has eluded
researchers because cofactors began to multiply. The Pokémon Incident thus served as a
catalyst for the formation of a new set of relations vis-à-vis television and animation. I refer to
this set of relations as the screen–brain apparatus and explore how it meshes with the
contemporary surge in discourses on media addiction, where the Pokémon Incident is
commonly a major point of reference.What also interests me about the Pokémon Incident is the
challenge it presents to received ways of thinking about discursive construction and
apparatuses. It is frequently assumed that discourses and apparatuses are culturally, socially,
or discursively constructed all the way down—that is, top to bottom—irrespective of physical
reality. In the context of the Pokémon Incident, however, some sort of electromagnetic reality is
evidently pushing back, precisely because it is entangled with social realities from the outset.
To address this very real entangled stuff, I turn to William James’s notion of pure experience,
offering a characterization of the plane of immanence of television animation: the stuff of blink.
It is the stuff of blink that is cut, stitched, and patched together to form the electromagnetic
social reality of television. Put another way, Part I deals with two connective syntheses: the
connective synthesis implied in the relation between television screens and the human eye,
and the connective synthesis active in the relation between animation and television.Part II
takes up the disjunctive synthesis of television and animation, that is, the production of
television distribution. Using Raymond Williams’s account as a point of reference, this section
follows the historical formation of a national television network in Japan but with a genealogical
spin, that is, with attention paid to the ways in which the one-to-many tendency of broadcast
infrastructures have remained in constant antagonism with the presumably subsumed point-to-
point tendency. The aim of this genealogical spin is to move beyond a fundamental divide
within historical studies of television, whereby television is construed either as totalizing or
individualizing, either as social or technical, but rarely are both aspects taken seriously
together. Point-to-point tendencies are all too often treated as synonymous with individualizing
techniques and are placed in opposition to the totalizing procedures of the one-to-many
broadcast system. When television is examined genealogically from the angle of distribution,
however, the assembling of tendencies comes to the fore: television is simultaneously totalizing
and individualizing, social and technical.Here a focus on the national dimensions of television
threatens to become a liability. The risk is that of resting content with an account of the
assembling of the Japanese nation-state (totality) and the Japanese subject (individual) within
the domestic household. To counter such a naturalizing of Japanese domestic nationness, I
work through histories of Japanese television that are critical of its national dimension,
especially those of Yoshimi Shun’ya, taking up the alternatives arising in that context. As I shift
my focus toward the assembling that occurred within domestic space, I track the ways in which
the platform devoted to reception of national broadcast was gradually networked through the
addition of various plug-ins and peripherals, from the dream of interactive TV in 1960s, through
the emergence of VCRs and game consoles in 1970s and 1980s, to arrive at the era hailed as
“new media” in Japan of the 1980s and early 1990s. Such an approach allows me to consider
how the social technology of television media stretches across the sovereign power of the
family, the disciplinary spaces of school and work, and biopolitical sites of crisis, disaster, and
emergency. If the social technology of television remains a considerable force in the era of new
media (and through new media), it is because it contributes to a regime of what Brian Massumi



calls ontopower that helps to stabilize the relations between these power formations, promising
modes of social existence able to work across and through the family, work, and emergency.In
Part III, I explore the relation between disjunctive synthesis and conjunctive synthesis to
consider television ontopower from the angle of practices of self. Across the four chapters
comprising Part III, I work through four media ecologies or infrastructure complexes, each
implying a distinctive subjectivity, or an affective ecology: the Crayon Shin-chan series, the
Detective Conan series, the .hack series, and the Persona series. In each case, I begin by
considering the series’ media mix configuration, that is, its serialization across media. Yet to
counter the received tendency to treat media mix as a combinatory system, I draw on the prior
discussion of television infrastructures to consider how the underlying media ecology channels
the distributive force of television through the media mix. In this context, I explore how the
television-animation ecology bifurcates beyond one-to-many and point-to-point tendencies into
hierarchical and heterarchical tendencies as well as unidirectional and environmental
tendencies. A media ecology, then, is not a simple combination of elements but rather a
complex assembling of infrastructural tendencies relative to a distributive force.I selected these
four case series from a truly daunting array of multimedia franchises because I thought they
provided the best spread of possibilities, both in terms of their television media ecology and in
terms of how they move toward a metamodel of their infrastructure complex.[55] I had initially
assumed that more cyborgesque and technophilic fare, such as the Cyborg 009 series and
The Ghost in the Shell (K�Ö¶�·P kid�×F�’• series, would furnish the most challenging material for
thinking through technosocial assembling. Of course, I address robot and cyborg anime as well
as other series such as Pokémon and Doraemon. Surprisingly enough, the Shin-chan and
Detective Conan series ultimately permitted keener insight into television media ecology.Such
a surprise may well be the point of this study: expansile and scopious multimedia series are
now familiar features on our local and global mediascapes. Yet because we are heirs of
modernist legacies of interpretation that favor discrete art objects, we have yet to develop
concepts and terms adequate to them. Even though our experience of them feels increasingly
intimate as well as integral to our social experience of the world, these nondiscrete objects still
feel cumbersome and unwieldy in conceptual terms. In media and cultural studies, the
preference is still highly modernist in that discrete art objects are critically leveraged against
large social forces and power formations. We are at a loss when it comes to nondiscrete
objects. Thus it always feels like something’s happening with them, but you never really know
for sure when or how it is happening with you. One of the principal aims and potential
contributions of this study, then, is to begin to address their complexity, to generate concepts
and terms for dealing with what makes them significant, happening, and eventful. It all begins
by putting pressure on that site and moment when television and animation are happening
together.Part IThe Screen–Brain Apparatus1Population SeizureIn the first few seconds of each
episode of animated series shown on television in Japan, a message to this effect usually
appears: “Please watch television animation in a well-lit room, and do not sit too close” (Figure
1.1). The warning comes in response to the so-called Pokémon Shock of December 16, 1997,
when an episode of the animated Pokémon series provoked photosensitive epileptic seizures
in about 700 children across Japan as well as photosensitive epileptiform responses in a far
larger population, perhaps as large as 100,000.[1] The broadcaster (TV Tokyo) suspended the
series, and together with the National Association of Commercial Broadcasters and the NHK
(Nippon H�×1M Ky�Ö¶�’À or Japan Broadcasting Corporation), it worked with government ministries to
study the event and formulate guidelines for animation production.[2] These study teams also
made recommendations for animation broadcasters and producers to include an advisory



message for children viewing television—hence the commonly seen warning at the opening of
television animations, enjoining viewers to refrain from watching television in the dark or sitting
close to the screen.Similar incidents had already occurred. A British TV commercial provoked
seizures in three individuals in 1993. This incident “prompted the Independent Television
Commission (ITC)—the statutory regulatory body for all commercial TV in the United Kingdom
—to request the drafting of guidelines to prevent a recurrence,” which led to the adoption of a
similar code by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC).[3] There were a series of
incidents, in Japan and other countries, in which Nintendo video games induced seizures.
What is more, something like the Pokémon Incident had already occurred earlier the same
year (1997) in Japan: NHK’s broadcast of an episode of YAT Anshin! �¶6•k ryok�Ð (Yamato Anshin
Travel: galactic travel, no worries!) apparently induced epileptiform seizures in some viewers,
but on a lesser scale.[4]Figure 1.1. Marvel Disk Wars: The Avengers (2014) includes the
television animation advisory over its opening battles sequence: “When you watch TV anime,
please try not to approach the screen, and keep the room well illuminated.”The very scale of
Pokémon Shock, as the incident also came to be known in Japan, in conjunction with extensive
news coverage, both domestically and internationally, made it impossible to ignore. Indeed the
anxiety and uproar around it led to a second rubric, Pokémon Panic. Nonetheless, because
there was a body of scientific research as well as precedents for broadcasting guidelines in the
United Kingdom, even while animators and broadcasters in Japan continued to claim in all
sincerity that they were not sure what exactly triggered such widespread epileptiform
phenomena, guidelines and advisories went into effect fairly quickly.In this chapter, by way of
introduction, I propose to explore the implications of these advisories and regulations in order
to begin to delineate the contours of the power formation that the Pokémon Panic served to
catalyze. I also aim to show how Foucault’s notions of positive unconscious, apparatus
(dispositif), and productive power provide the best points of departure for understanding the
implications of the Pokémon Incident. These notions will pave the way for a more general
understanding of a new form of media-related power, the screen–brain apparatus. In addition, I
will contrast this understanding of power with some of the received paradigms and hypotheses
for understanding media apparatuses.Circling the AnomalyThe animated Pokémon series
recommenced broadcast some four months after the Pokémon Incident, on April 16, 1998, with
an hour-long special episode called “Pikach�° no mori” (known as “Pikachu’s Good-bye” in
English). Not surprisingly, this episode deliberately presents a sharp contrast with the previous
combat-heavy, flash-laden, cyberadventure episode responsible for the epileptiform
phenomena, which will be discussed more fully in chapter 2. In the follow-up episode, the
young male protagonist Satoshi’s best-loved “pocket monster,” Pikachu, discovers an entire
forest full of wild pikachus. The central question, then, is, will Pikachu leave Satoshi and return
to his kind in the wild? Ultimately Pikachu decides to stay with his Satoshi, even though
Satoshi is prepared to let him go. In the meantime, the possibility that Pikachu might leave
Satoshi allows the episode to include a heartwarming review of all of their best moments
together.Before the episode, a sequence entitled “to all of you in the front of the television” was
aired, with the title superimposed onto a collection of Pokémon toys as if they were addressing
the audience (Figure 1.2).[5] Host Yadama Miyuki appears on screen in the middle of a huge
collection of Pokémon toys and proposes, with the utmost courtesy and gentleness, to discuss
the Pokémon Incident with children, to treat them as adults. Naturally, she softens the impact of
incident, mentioning that many children felt ill, and some went to hospitals. Upon offering an
apology, she then explains, with the use of visual aids, how the show was suspended while a
research team was formed to look into the causes (Figure 1.3). The visual portrayal, cartoonish



as it is, deserves closer attention because it starkly presents a new constellation of forces
precipitated by the Pokémon Incident: medical professionals (men in white coats at a table),
television broadcasters (a dish atop a building sending forth a signal like a lightning bolt), and
government officials (a government building with “country” written on it). Yadama also illustrates
the cause of the incident—rapid alternation of red and blue—with cardboard squares, clarifying
that the effect was not (as initial reports assumed) the result of light flashing directly from the
screen. In the future, she concludes, they will be more careful with the use of alternating red
and blue as well as spiraling patterns. The preshow ends with a reading of various letters from
all over Japan asking that the station not to put an end to Pokémon.Significantly, while the
research team had more or less identified the trigger for seizures, extensive in-depth scientific
research only commenced after the incident had in effect been handled administratively and
commercially. Such rapid management of the crisis was possible because information gathered
from prior incidents, in conjunction with clinical observations, created a sense of confidence
that developing guidelines for animators, broadcasters, and viewers could indeed prevent such
incidents. As a result of the wealth of prior incidents, initial assessments of the Pokémon
Incident were not far from the mark.Figure 1.2. When Pokémon resumed broadcasting on April
16, 1998, a brief explanation of the Pokémon Incident preceded to the episode, in which
Pokémon toys seem to directly address the audience with the words “To all of you sitting in
front of the TV.”The day after the Pokémon Incident, the Asahi newspaper printed a fairly
substantial article covering various aspects of the event. In the opening paragraph, the article
attributed the incident to the use in “anime and SF” of powerfully flashing lights. Then the
article presented the analysis of a specialist in otaku culture, Okada Toshio. Okada calls
attention to two common effects: flicker and “transmitted light” (t�Ö¶�±M). Flicker is a matter of rapid
alternation of contrasting saturated colors, such as red and blue, white and black. Transmitted
light is a technique of double exposure. Footage is first shot normally; then it is filmed a second
time with strong light projected through it from behind. Some areas are masked so that light
does not pass through, while the areas that are not masked are brilliantly, even aggressively,
illuminated. The flashing eyes of giant robots are a classic instance of transmitted light, and
indeed Okada traces the technique back to war scenes in two famous television series of
1970s, Majing�� Z (Mazinger Z, 1972–74) and �¦6•k senkan Yamato (Space Battleship Yamato,
1974–75). But he adds that from the early 1990s, when anime styles became faster, it became
so common as to be ubiquitous today. This technique is so pervasive in Japanese animation
that it has both a proper name, t�Ö¶�±M, and a nickname, paka-paka.Figure 1.3. Preshow host
Yadama Miyuki explains the research team mobilized to determine the cause of Pokémon
Shock, with a drawing to illustrate the coming together of doctors, broadcasters, and
government officials.Even if the Asahi article does not actually mention the specific effect that
eventually emerged as the cause of the incident—12 Hz red–blue flicker—what is striking is
that by exploring prior less-publicized incidents and looking into accounts of television seizures,
the Asahi article not only comes close to that explanation but also succeeds in formulating the
basic advisory: keep the room well illuminated, stay as far away from the screen as possible,
and avoid watching TV for extended periods.[6] The question thus arises: if it was relatively
easy to figure out what happened, and what should be done, why were animators so
surprised? The temptation is to conclude that animators should have known that their attention-
grabbing techniques might produce such responses, or that they did know but chose to ignore
the fact. As it turns out, however, the 12 Hz flicker was not produced by animators. Animation at
the time was still shot on film, with a frame rate of 24 frames per second. But because
television is broadcast at 60 frames per second, the transfer of the film to television produced a



new frame rate and frequency. As Takashi Takeo and Tsukahara Yasuo report, “Changing the
film’s two frames into the TV scene results in three red fields and two blue fields. The resultant
alternating red/blue light frequency is therefore 12 Hz.”[7]In other words, all of the elements
that went into the guidelines and advisories were largely in place and available for use before
the incident, but Pokémon Shock nevertheless served as the catalyst for the formation of a new
set of relations vis-à-vis television and animation. With the Pokémon Incident, an operative set
of relations precipitated out of the mix, as it were, generating what I will initially call the
television-animation apparatus. In the next chapter, I will look at the role of brain sciences and
neuroscientific research on the effects of television, and I will resituate this particular television-
animation apparatus in the context of a more general screen–brain apparatus comprising other
media and platforms. In this chapter, however, to set the stage for that discussion, I wish to
consider the implications of regulations, guidelines, and advisories generated by the Pokémon
Incident. I also wish to avoid imposing an order onto the events that is ultimately misleading:
beginning with scientific accounts of photosensitive response might make it seem that scientific
knowledge was driving the formation of the apparatus, when in fact analysis of Pokémon Shock
brings a whole series of elements into relation, with neuroscience but one element among
them.In sum, governmental, clinical, and commercial groups worked together to find a scenario
to reduce anxiety about the effects of television animation on children. Yet even as they labored
to situate the incident as an anomaly, they could not explain it away; they could not guarantee
its complete eradication. This ineradicable anomaly triggered the precipitation of an apparatus,
a set of relations across these various groups and concerns, as they began orbiting around the
nonanomalous anomaly that had suddenly appeared in television animation.What Is a Media
Apparatus?As my choice of terminology thus far makes evident, I am using the term
“apparatus” in the Foucauldian sense of dispositif: “a thoroughly heterogeneous ensemble
consisting of discourses, institutions, architectural forms, regulatory decisions, laws,
administrative measures, scientific statements, philosophical, moral and philanthropic
propositions—in short, the said as much as the unsaid. Such are the elements of the
apparatus. The apparatus itself is the system of relations that can be established between
these elements.”[8] In the instance of Pokémon Shock, we are dealing with a system of
relations coursing through a heterogeneous ensemble that comprises media practices
(animators), discourses on media (media scholars were included in the study teams),
institutions (research laboratories, hospitals), architectural forms (household layouts for
television viewing), regulatory decisions (advisory messages and other measures to inform the
general populace), administrative measures (guidelines for animation production), scientific
statements (by doctors, engineers, neurologists, and psychiatrists), and of course
philosophical, moral, and economic propositions concerning relations between scientists and
children (one brave teacher warned that the rush to collect data about Pokémon Shock might
constitute a violation of their rights and expose them to discrimination),[9] parents and children
(does television viewing require supervision, and what are parents’ responsibilities?), and
awareness of the global reach of Japanese animation, made keener by the Asian financial
crisis in July of the same year (anime was now seen as an important export and relatively
stable business proposition).At the same time, I place greater emphasis on technological and
what might be termed medial elements (television sets, in-camera effects, broadcast networks,
and other infrastructures) than Foucault might.[10] Such an emphasis is keeping with the
television-animation apparatus itself, which invariably refers us to the operations of actual
technological devices (televisions, screens, cameras) and to various media-related techniques.
Such an emphasis on technologies and media runs the risk of falling into a deterministic



argument, of assuming that a technological apparatus fully determines or unilaterally causes
the dispositif. Indeed, discourses surrounding Pokémon Shock often tend toward such
determinism, for the entire incident seems to hinge on a simple fact, which is frequently taken
as a straightforward unilateral determination. Takahashi Takeo et al., in their research on the
Pokémon Incident, neatly state this fact: “TV images with 12 Hz red/blue flicker provoked
photosensitive seizures in a number of children distributed over a wide area of
Japan.”[11]While I do not contest these scientific statements or deny that specific frequencies
of screen and flicker directly provoke photosensitive epileptiform seizures, I begin with the
governmental advisory because my focus is on the television-animation dispositif or apparatus
that Pokémon Shock served to precipitate out of the general media economy of Japan. I see
the television-animation–induced seizures more as catalyst than a cause for the television-
animation dispositif. To stick with variations on Foucauldian language for the moment, I would
propose that we think in terms of different kinds of spacing, abruptly forced into relation: (1) the
interval between television and viewers, (2) the interval between animation and viewers, (3) the
interval between television broadcasting and animation production, and (4) the interval or
intervals within television, within animation, and within audiences. Bringing these spacings or
intervals into relation serves catalytically to increase the rate of articulation of relations
between sciences, media, homes, schools, and government while these sites and institutions
struggled to grapple with what was happening with television, animation, and children.From the
Cinema Apparatus to the Television ApparatusIf we return to the warning message with such
qualifications in mind, then what is initially striking is how the proposed ideal for viewing
television appears diametrically opposed to cinema. After all, cinema viewing is associated with
watching images in the dark, and if you do not need to sit close to the screen in a movie
theater to have a cinematic experience, it is surely because the screen is so large that it
sufficiently fills your view. You are already close to it, and you are not supposed to look away or
close your eye—at least, such is the cinematic experience as it came to be formulated in film
discourses, exhibition practices, and institutions, particularly from the 1910s. Siegfried Zielinski,
in his account of the cinema dispositif, emphasizes the relation between the discourses on
cinematic motion and illusion, in conjunction with technological developments and the
construction of a sort of culture and sphere for viewing: “The cinema, where the filmic
discourse of perfect illusionisation of motion in space and time in the intimate–public sphere
became concretized and where the culture–industrial element came to dominate.”[12]
Raymond Bellour focuses more on the specific combination of parameters that make for a
particular kind of aesthetic experience: a relation of the force of the image to its temporal
consequences. Such an experience is related, but not reducible to, viewing films in movie
theaters on fairly large screens in the dark, and so forth. He notes, “As soon as the lights go
off, and the spectator begins to forget the room and the other spectators whose presence he
nonetheless vaguely feels, and images appear, shot after shot, take after take, to which he
entrusts his body and soul, forgetting himself but also finding endless opportunities, diverse as
the diversity of film, for coming back to himself, for thinking the film as if it were thinking within
him—as soon as all this comes together, the spectator, thus embodied in this singular time
knows he is at the movies.”[13] Naturally, as Bellour is aware, such a combination of
parameters need not be obeyed in all instances.[14] It is more like a field of possible
engagements arising across audiences, movies, theaters, critics, owners, distributors, and
police.In contrast, recommendations for television viewing in the wake of Pokémon Shock
advise a well-lit room and a good distance from the screen. In the governmental and scientific
literature, there are additional recommendations, which do not appear in the warning message



but follow naturally from it: the image should not fill your view (thus the larger the screen the
farther away you should sit), and if you feel yourself becoming too absorbed in the image, you
should look away or close an eye before it causes discomfort. Narrative and diegesis may also
come into play: the seizure-inducing 12 Hz red–blue flicker happened at the moment of
greatest narrative absorption, when the beloved Pikachu finally launched his famous
thunderbolt attack against incoming missiles. Arguably, the narrative pattern contributed to
keeping children’s eyes glued to the TV set when they should have looked away. In sum, the
ideal situation for television viewing (bright room, distance, diminished image size, avoiding
absorption) stands in sharp contrast to received ideals for cinema viewing (dark room, sense of
proximity to screen, large image, diegetic absorption).This opposition to something like
cinematic experience in the context of the television-animation apparatus merits closer
attention because it delineates the apparatus while bringing us closer to the internal limit of
that apparatus—and thus its potentiality. The initial temptation may be to blur distinction
between cinema and television, between live-action movies and animations, and to think in
terms of a general (and maybe quintessentially modern) paradigm of “haunted media” or
“cursed technologies.” After all, the idea that you may become ill, go crazy, or lose
consciousness while watching movies is one that goes back to the early days of moving
images. Tanizaki Jun’ichir�Ù s 1917 story, “The Tumor with a Human Face,” comes to mind, in
which there is a silent black-and-white film that terrifies and eventually kills those who watch it
alone in the dark: “To watch a film all alone in a dark room without sound or dialogue somehow
causes ghostly and quite uncanny sensations. This is true of course with quiet, desolate
images, yet even with scenes of banquets and skirmishes, as the images of so many people in
action flicker, you feel not so much that they are lifeless but rather you have the sensation that
you who watch, you yourself are about to vanish.”[15]Other, more recent popular examples of
haunted media also come to mind, such as Suzuki K�Ö¦™ s novel Ringu (Ring, 1991) and its film
adaptation (dir. Nakata Hideo, 1998), in which a videotape kills those who watch it within seven
days;[16] or Kawamata Chiaki’s 1984 novel Genshigari (Death Sentences), in which a
surrealist poem kills those who read it by spurring an addiction to the sensation of being
transported into other dimensions; readers eventually leave their body behind to perish. There
are numerous other examples of spirit media in Japan, including the divination games called
kokkuri popular in the Meiji period and phenomena like spirit photography.Such examples may
encourage the formulation of a generalized mechanism whereby, to use Brian Rotman’s
phrase, “ghosts cling to communicational media.”[17] Rotman’s project, which centers
specifically on the remediation of speech by writing, nonetheless strives to formulate a general
paradigm: “To illuminate the way communicational media can facilitate new psychic entities and
objects of belief. Such facilitation occurs when a new media confronts and absorbs its
predecessor.”[18]Read in Rotman’s terms, the injunction against something like cinematic
experience in the television-animation warning appears to be an instance in which a newer
medium (television or animation) confronts and absorbs its predecessor (cinema or movies),
which facilitates new psychic entities (flicker-sensitive children’s brains) and objects of belief
(dark shadows of media influence can be dispelled by illuminating rooms and adopting a
respectful distance vis-à-vis dangerous entities such as the television set). Rotman’s paradigm
helps to draw attention to the occult sensibilities that frequently spring up around technologies
related to the commercial distribution and personalized consumption of media: the home movie
projector, cranked by hand, in Tanizaki’s story; the circulation of videotapes in Ring;
technologies of mass reproduction and circulation (print and audio formats) in Death
Sentences. Similarly, the warning about television animation, while grounded in an actual event



and scientific research, serves to generate new dispositions toward television viewing and
children. More precisely, it serves to make a set of existing dispositions more salient and
dominant.Some caution is needed, however, in mobilizing these high modernist paradigms of
cursed media and haunted technologies. I do not wish to fall into a deterministic stance by
placing too much weight on technological devices and media forms. Yet if we blur distinctions
between, say, the haunted videotape of Ring and the investment of television-animation with
new powers in the wake of Pokémon Shock, we risk falling back on dubious cultural
generalities and become unable to address the positivity at work at the scientific research and
governmental practices. Simply put, we risk ending up with a thoroughly idealist account in
which everything is culture, ideas, or ideology all the way down, and natures appear only the
form of ghosts, specters, and curses, that is, materiality under erasure.To avoid such idealism,
and to deal effectively with the positive effects of sciences and screens, I propose that we turn
the mechanism of remediation on its head. We need to avoid positing two self-identical media,
followed by a struggle in which one tries to assimilate and preserve (that is, sublate) the other,
which results in a historically newer, higher, or more omnivorous medium (say, the digital) in a
caricature of Hegelian epochal history. Instead, we need to attend to how Pokémon Shock, for
instance, served to produce and enact medium specificity. Government reports and scientific
experimentation went to great lengths to identify and define animation techniques, and to hone
in on the ones that potentially produce seizures. Something like medium specificity begins to
emerge through discourses and practices that orbit around a potentiality, the ever-present, not
entirely localizable potential for animation to produce a specific effect, which makes for an
animation field.Oddly enough, while the specificity of animation became a hot topic in the
context of Pokémon Shock, television only later emerged as a site of medium specificity:
government ministries and sciences tended to highlight animation effects and downplay those
of television. Gradually, however, other practices, statements, and institutions drew television
into the dispositif. In this way, efforts to locate the cause of seizures generated a sense of
medium specificity. Of course, entities like animation, television, and even cinema cannot be
defined categorically, once and for all. But this does not mean they are haunted by what they
are not. On the contrary, they begin to act as fields in relation to the television-animation
apparatus.Limit-Experiences and PotentialityThe warning message may give the impression
that it is intent on stripping all traces of cinema experience from television viewing. Television-
animation appears, then, to take on consistency through a simple negation of cinematic
experience. Yet it is clear that cinematic experience verges on becoming a quasi-orgiastic,
horror-filled, death-ridden limit within television viewing: as you darken the room and approach
the TV screen, you may experience headaches, nausea, or convulsions; you may even black
out. For some viewers, the possibility may prove tantalizing: how close can you come to such
an experience without completely losing yourself? What would it feel like to lose
consciousness?Affirming the power of flickering televisual images to overwhelm and harm the
TV spectator may serve to reenchant television watching, which usually is seen as such a daily
and ubiquitous viewing practice that it scarcely deserves special attention. In any event, it is
clear that the warning message takes on an expressive function as it strives to articulate the
specific parameters for television viewing. On the one hand, it forms a field of potential stances
and experiences vis-à-vis the TV screen. On the other hand, it sets up a specific arrangement
within domestic space or personalized space. This is not to say that television viewing is limited
to domestic or personalized spaces.[19] Television screens are ubiquitous in public places in
Japan, but the viewing parameters associated with ambient television do not generally allow
viewers to come close to the screen in the dark. In effect, the warning assumes a viewer



enclosed in a space that can be made dark and a screen that can be physically approached.A
field of variation also arises around displaying the message. The Japanese government
recommends including the message in the first few seconds of an animation broadcast, but the
recommendation is not legally binding, and many broadcasters, especially smaller local
stations, do not include it. Sometimes it is broadcasters that add the message using
“telop” (teroppu, an abbreviation for “television opaque projecting device”), that is,
superimposing the message directly during broadcast. Sometimes producers add the
message, “hard subbing” it into the show, where it extends beyond the context of its initial
broadcast to appear on the video or DVD releases. As such, the display of the message does
not correspond case by case with the actual situation addressed by the message. For instance,
when the animated film Road to Ninja: Naruto the Movie showed on big screens across Japan
in summer 2012, the television-animation warning incongruously appeared. Such incongruity
arises because animation producers are more intent on DVD release than on theatrical
release. They thus included the message on the master copy before its screening. For movie
viewers, for better or worse, it is as if the cinema experience had been absorbed into or coded
by television. Indeed, the yearly increase in animated films associated with manga, television
anime, and video game franchises are sometimes taken as evidence of ongoing destruction or
invasion of cinema by television; although such animated films are feature-length theatrical
releases, their aesthetics are not deemed particularly cinematic.In the case of the warning
appearing in movie theaters, the crossover from television animation to other screens and
media might be deemed a side effect. But the warning may also extend to animated films (that
is, animations not intended for television) when they are shown on television, and to video and
DVD releases of nonanimated children’s movies destined for home viewing, presumably on a
television screen. Such instances show concern specifically about the television screen rather
than targeting animation per se. Thus the television-animation apparatus is readily extended to
other small screens and other media. A similar safety warning about seizures appears in
pamphlets accompanying Nintendo handheld consoles and games played on them, and more
recently for the Wii. A number of incidents have occurred in which gamers have experienced
epileptic seizures while playing arcade games, console games, and Game Boys. Before the
Pokémon Incident, the association of seizures with Nintendo games became so pronounced
that such seizures became styled as “Nintendo seizures” in the press in 1994, in the context of
John Ledford’s lawsuit against Nintendo. Ledford allegedly experienced his first seizure at the
age of twenty-seven while playing one of their games at a video arcade. In 2004, the BBC aired
a documentary, Outrageous Fortune, which exposed evidence showing that Nintendo had
deliberately suppressed knowledge of game-induced seizures.[20] In sum, although responses
to Pokémon Shock initially emphasized the specificity of animation, there were previous game-
related instances of seizures that had focused attention on screens, interfaces, and
hardware.Significantly, despite the seriousness of the actual seizures, the warning becomes
caught up in forms of expression, especially in the context of television animation. This is not
because producers and broadcasters do not take the message seriously but rather because
the message has become part of the experience of watching animation. The Japanese
broadcast of recent Disney–T�ÖV™dÖ� vel coproduction, Marvel Disk Wars: The Avengers
(Disuku u�×§S  Abenj��§RÀ 2014) deploys the message in its conventional form with telop. Yet the
seemingly child-friendly message plays over a fast-paced, light-riddled aerial battle that seems
to belie the expressed concern for young viewers (Figure 1.4). Or maybe it serves to remind
and possibly tantalize young viewers with the possibility that animation is always on the verge
of inducing a shock to the brain? In the animated Fairy Tale series, one of the characters,



Natsu, appears and cheerily enjoins viewers to keep the room nicely lit and not to get too close
to the television (Figure 1.5). Such a presentation may be read as a clever way to channel both
the shock of animation and emotive concern into the character form. In contrast, Anno
Hideaki’s 1998–99 anime adaptation of the manga Kareshi kanajo no jij�Ð (His and her
circumstances) presents the warning with highly stylized, honorific expressions hardly suited
for an audience of children, which may impart a sense of haughty impudence and a slyly
mocking tone (Figure 1.6). Again, such expressive variations do not necessarily mean that
animators wish to undermine the warning. Rather, the warning cannot stand outside television
animation and effectively provide a perspective on it because the warning and the television
animation now function as elements within a set of relations, the television-animation
dispositif.Figure 1.4. The use of intense transmitted light effects in conjunction with the
television-animation advisory over the opening battle in Marvel Disk Wars: The Avengers
(2014) seems to enact the very effects it warns against.Figure 1.5. Fairy Tale plays with the
television-animation advisory with one of its heroes, Natsu, directly reading the message to the
audience in his own style: “Hey kids, when you watch Fairy Tale, keep away from the TV and
keep the lights on!”As an enunciation, the television-animation warning unfurls variations
across media (animation, game software), exhibition and interaction sites (homes, theaters,
arcades), technologies (game hardware, television screens), broadcast situations, production
sites, and creative practices. What at once empowers and consolidates the enunciation across
such variations is the articulation of a limit-experience—convulsions, headaches, seizure, and
loss of consciousness. If something like cinematic experience comes into play at the limit,
conjuring up older paradigms about the dangers of letting yourself become absorbed into the
screen in the dark, such an experience is not evoked as an external limit. It does not mark a
line between the desired television viewing practice and the undesirable cinema-like relation to
the screen. It does not make for a bounded territory called television animation. Rather it
implies an internal nonlocalizable limit, which generates a field with shifting fringes.A
nonlocalizable limit serves to potentialize a field. While it works through the field, it remains
somehow outside it. Yet this nonlocalizable limit is not a foreign medium or invading entity that
become lodged inside territory; it is not an inassimilable foreign entity that must be continually
repressed or held under erasure (like a negative unconscious). Nor does it entail generalized
mechanism of remediation in which television or animation confronts and absorbs its cinematic
predecessor. Put another way, if something like cinematic experience appears as the
nonlocalizable limit of the television-animation apparatus, it is not because cinema has invaded
the sovereign realm of television and set up shop, alienating the television-animation apparatus
from itself. Although negation and regression come into play, they do so in a second instance in
the same way that government injunctions follow the scientists testing the children who tend to
scatter and mutate under pressure, while the company buries evidence of seizures. Likewise,
even if it is possible to speak of an “expanded television” in which television is entering into or
overcoding cinematic experiences, aesthetics, and spaces (the appearance of the television-
animation advisory in movie theaters is the tip of the iceberg), the warning itself implies that
there is something positive in television animation that is already in communication with
cinema, as it is with manga, video games, and other media forms.Figure 1.6. Kareshi kanajo
no jij�Ð (His and Her Circumstances, 1998–99) adopts an arch tone when conveying the
advisory: “On those occasions when you view television animation, please take care so as not
to approach the screen, and keep the room illuminated.”Positive Unconscious and Productive
PowerIn speaking about how seizures catalyze the formation of a television-animation
apparatus in the context of Pokémon Shock, I am using terms such as “positive” and



“productive,” which may trouble some readers. Shouldn’t I be directing attention to all the
negative effects, to the suffering of victims and their families, to the criminal irresponsibility of
corporate profiteering, and to the indifference of a government that remains content to place
responsibility on consumers rather than slow down the generation of profits from lucrative TV
shows? Isn’t it wrong for seizures to be associated, however tangentially or provisionally, with
positivity and productivity? Any response to such questions will necessarily be a complicated
one because Pokémon Shock has incited an outpouring of concern for children and fears
about media in conjunction with the need for consumers to shoulder increased responsibility. In
this respect, Pokémon Shock has already proved productive in reinforcing a general trend
toward replacing governmental and corporate responsibility with forms of media care. Referring
to power as productive does signal an affirmation of it, however. If I adopt something of
Foucault’s emphasis on positivity, productive power, and the positive unconscious, it is for
specific reasons.First, while I would be happy to join in direct action against government
ministries and media corporations, I tend to agree with Foucault that merely denouncing power
is an ineffective tactic, particularly in this context. What would it mean to denounce television or
television animation in general? As Said put it in the context of Orientalism, “One ought never
to assume that the structure of Orientalism is nothing more than a structure of lies or myths
which, were the truth about them to be told, would simply blow away.”[21] The television-
animation apparatus is configured to deflect such denunciations through its production of a
system of relations between discourses, institutions, media, architectures, and laws. Not only
do government officials and research scientists show genuine concern about media effects but
also individuals and social groups are enjoined to care for themselves in their use of media and
to care about how media affects them. In other words, this apparatus consolidates and
reinforces media practices of self, which deflect and diffract indictment and incrimination of
media producers and broadcasters by evoking media care. Suddenly politics takes the form of
pointing fingers at someone or something who does not appear to care—not really.Second, as
scholars like Vicki Kirby, Elizabeth Grosz, Judith Butler, Karen Barad, and Pheng Cheah have
persuasively argued for some time, Foucault’s focus on productivity and positivity is calculated
to avoid treating everything as culture or ideas, as culturally or ideationally constructed, all the
way down. A new challenge arises. Addressing the question of materiality or mattering has
moved in a number of directions in recent years, among them the object-oriented ontology of
speculative realism; the natures, actors, and modes of existence associated with Bruno Latour;
and the ecology of practices of Isabelle Stengers. If I begin with an emphasis on Foucault’s
notions of positivity and productive power, it is because I feel that the questions about power
have not been as thoroughly or forcibly addressed in these other approaches as in Foucault. At
the same time, as I have already indicated, and as Friedrich A. Kittler signaled some years ago,
Foucault’s approach tends to avoid directly addressing the positivity of media and technologies.
[22] Foucault also generally avoids any account of what Thomas Kuhn, one of his sources,
calls “normal sciences.”[23] Consequently, while my account of television begins with
Foucauldian paradigms, I do so in hopes of drawing more effectively on approaches that speak
to modes of existence, objects, ecologies, technologies, and mediality.To give a more concrete
sense of what such an approach means, let me turn to an interpretation of Pokémon Shock
that calls attention to the production of objects, beings, and modes of existence. This brief
account touches on a number of the same concerns as my account, and so I wish to work
through it in some detail.Beyond the Metaphysical HypothesisSpyros Papapetros writes, “The
Pokemon incident acts as a painful reminder that humans instinctively attribute agency to
inanimate images and things when something bad is happening to them.”[24] Drawing on



some of the horrifying personal accounts (“Her eyes rolled back and she went into
convulsions . . . she didn’t come round for more than ten minutes,” reported a mother),[25]
Papapetros refers us to a general response mechanism in which humans attribute malevolent
agency to what harms them. Yet he also wishes to complicate such a response to the terrifying
effects of episode 38 of the animated Pokémon series. His account thus highlights two points
about animation made evident by the seizures: first, “we can never know much about
animation,” because as soon as we begin to produce knowledge, we have left behind the
immediate experience; and second, animation produces “complementarity” between subject
and object, as evidenced in the “white blasts and flashing lights on the television screen were
replicated by the ‘whitening out’ and ‘hot and cold flashes’ on the spectators’ faces.”[26]In other
words, the experience of animation is one in which subject and object are not readily separable
but are mirroring each other. Then knowledge steps in, and subject and object are held apart.
Although he does not make the point explicitly, his insistence on the apparently inevitable
phobia toward the harmful object implies that the emergence (or return) of human agency in
the wake of the immediate experience of subject–object complementarity is a formation in
which the subject not only stands apart from the object but also strives to stand over and
above it, striking back at it, expressing anger, and treating it as a source of malign intentions.
“Things are not considered for the good they may produce, but rather for the harm they are
capable of inflicting,”[27] Papapetros notes. What is at stake in Papapetros’s account is not
merely challenging the separation of subject and object but also the ascendency of subject
over object, that is, subjectification of the object.What attracts me to his approach to Pokémon
Shock comes of its evocation of what William James called pure or immediate experience.
Papapetros signals an experience of animation that is nonconscious (not experienced
consciously) and nonsensuous (not localized perceptually or sensuously). In a similar vein,
Tohkura Yoh’ichi uses the phrase “unexperienced information” to describe Pokémon Shock in
order to indicate that the effects were not experienced consciously, perceptually, or sensuously.
[28] Insofar as immediate experience is nonconscious and nonsensuous, it might well be
described as nonexperienced experience, or nonexperience. But I will stick with the terms
“pure experience” and “immediate experience” used by James and other philosophers. In any
event, Tohkura’s point is that information does something: “Information acts on humans just as
medicine does.”[29] Similarly, Papapetros proposes that animation does something and implies
that what it does is not consciously or perceptually experienced. It is not an object but a
process. In this respect, I am entirely in agreement with Papapetros and Tohkura.It is the next
move in Papapetros’s account that troubles me. He suggests that knowledge steps in and
transforms the nonconscious nonsensuous something into an object. Two problems arise. First
there is a problem of temporality: Pokémon Shock encourages us to think in terms of a
traumatic event followed by perceptual and conscious responses, that is, in terms of an
immediate experience that is subsequently unpacked or covered over, through perception and
consciousness. The temptation is to think of the event in terms of loss and recovery (of
perception, of conscious). In fact, however, perception and consciousness are not lost and then
found, any more than immediate experience is lost. Consciousness, perception, and the
nonconscious nonsensuous something are always there, even if relative intensities fluctuate.
Likewise, the actual experience of animation is always a combination of conscious experience,
perceptual experience, and immediate experience.Second, when Papapetros considers the
formation of animation as an object of perceptual and conscious knowledge, he presents us
with a general mechanism of phobia, of fear and hatred toward the object. The title of his essay
implies that this is a “cultural response,” yet he turns primarily to Western art theory and to



Warburg’s assertion that humans and animals invariably perceive everything that looks alive or
merely moving as hostile.[30] In other words, in this approach, knowledge is not formed
culturally in the usual sense of culture (national culture, global culture, or subculture). It is
instead formed metaphysically, as formulated in the metaphysics of Western art theory. As
such, rather than address practices per se, the account verges on a psychologistic and
anthopologistic primitivism. Thus, in a final twist, Papapetros proposes to invert Warburg’s
values: where Warburg claims that art pacifies humans by endowing objects with a liveliness
that counters our inherent phobic response, Papapetros wishes to hang onto the possibility of
the animation object as an encounter with “a being that is radically different from our own.”[31]
He proposes, somewhat obliquely, for us not to “obliterate the enigmatic power of an object,” for
us not to “strip the thing of all of its deathly connotations.”[32]The strength of such an approach
lies in its reminder that experiences of and responses to animation are not primarily rational
and thus may not be explicable in cognitive terms. Papapetros forces us to acknowledge a
magical or nonrational mode of relation arising between viewers and animations, between
subjects and objects, which runs counter to received ideas about the subjection of objects,
about the subject’s mastery over them. Indeed, through Pokémon Shock, a new series of
things emerge as objects of concern: television sets, animation techniques, architectural
layouts and lighting, parental absence, advertising and the attention economy, the
transformation of children into research data, and the global economy, not to mention
cinematic experience, broadcast infrastructures, and networks. Modes of magical thinking and
behavior vis-à-vis objects may play a role, and even a significant one, within this field of
knowledge and power. Nevertheless, a purely metaphysical account of knowledge formation
(the failed drive for mastery over moving objects and our consequent fear of them) does not
help us to understand the formation of a knowledge/power field or to assess its
implications.Again, this is why I have begun with a more Foucauldian approach, exploring the
warning message in order to begin a tentative delineation of a television-animation apparatus
that generates a knowledge/power field that produces media techniques of self. I would argue
that although animation and other objects appearing in this field undoubtedly have an
existence outside this field (they are not culture or idea all the way down), they take on a
specific mode of existence through this field. As Alfred North Whitehead remarks, “The
molecules within an animal body exhibit certain peculiarities of behavior not to be detected
outside an animal body.”[33] Likewise, we interact with animation through this dispositif in a
particular manner, and it is the power of an apparatus that it makes a certain range of
interactions feel possible. The apparatus does not need to make an interaction feel thoroughly
natural or ineluctable. It need only assure that it feels possible, at once constrained and
potentialized, promising a possibility that is not airy fantasy or ideological illusion. Indeed, as
we will see, the television-animation apparatus catalyzed by Pokémon Shock both constrains
and potentializes specific practices of self—at the moment when, in a darkened room, the
viewer approaches the flickering screen.An ethical concern nonetheless lingers when
potentiality is evoked in the context of Pokémon Shock. Because there were victims who
experienced epileptic seizures as well as those who underwent the ordeal of witnessing their
loved ones experience headaches, convulsions, and blackouts, commentators tend to convey
their concern for victims by casting a pall of horror over every aspect of the event. The problem
is, victimhood may thus become generalized to the point where we speak of how images harm
“us.” Foucault encourages us to resist this sort of hysterization of power. It is crucial to
dehystericize our account of power because its effects are not evenly distributed among “us.” It
is possible (and desirable) to introduce gradations among those affected—victims, witnesses,



bystanders, and perpetrators—and gradations within these gradations. It is also possible (and
necessary) to establish degrees of responsibility. Are animators to blame, or broadcasters, or
parents?By the same token, however, it is precisely because responsibility cannot be
definitively localized and assigned that Pokémon Shock can serve to catalyze the formation of
an apparatus. For as we step back and try to account for the set of relations that makes up this
apparatus, we find that it all hinges on what is commonly called the attention economy.
Everything circles around experimentation with ways of capturing and holding attention, which
inevitably places the nonconscious and nonsensuous something at the center of a vortex—let’s
call it a brainstorm. We may of course denounce the attention economy, yet no one takes
seriously proposals to abandon televisions, computers, or cell phones, along with all
advertising and image making. We opt instead for regulation, which tends to rehystericize the
understanding of power, attributing quasi-magical agency to images, television sets, animation
techniques, lamps, and darkened rooms while producing an understanding of the human body
as inherently passive, frail, precarious, and under siege, and hence in need of regulatory
governance based on studies of neurological development. All this productive activity circles
like a storm system around a nonconscious nonsensuous something that potentializes the field
of knowledge and power.BrainstormIs it possible to be more specific about this nonconscious
nonsensuous something? Max Tegmark’s definition of two nonconscious states provides some
insight: “Although our neurons remain alive and well during sedation and deep sleep, their
interactions are weakened in a way that reduces integration and hence consciousness. During
a seizure, the interactions instead get so strong that vast numbers of neurons start imitating
one another, losing their ability to contribute independent information, which is another key
requirement for consciousness according to IIT [integrated information theory].”[34]I will resort
again, at the risk of overdoing it, to the running contrast between cinema and television-
animation. Cinema has often been likened to a waking collective dream in a dark theater, with
a dreamlike loss of self that is spurred by an uncanny doubling with the screen, a loose
integration at the level of unconscious investment. With the television-animation apparatus,
seizures become the major issue, and Tegmark’s descriptions point to a far different kind of
nonconscious state, one in which individuals start to do exactly the same thing at the same
time, losing autonomy as their interactions become stronger. Is this not precisely what
happened during Pokémon Shock, with individual children across a wide area of Japan starting
to experience exactly the same thing at the same time, interacting with one another so strongly
that they lost their ability to contribute independent information? This is the possibility that
Pokémon Shock brings to the fore, and here is the potentiality around which a set of relations
circles like a storm around a vortex: a nonconscious nonsensuous something that
overintegrates individuals through the television infrastructure.What is striking about the
relation between individuals is that it is unconscious—or more precisely nonconscious—and so
the group it draws together is not imaginable in the usual sense of an imagined community. I
am thinking of imagined community of the sort hypothesized by Benedict Anderson, in which
participants in media networks (readers of newspapers, for instance) imagine other
participants participating at the same time as a result of effects of synchrony (everyone reads
the same headline on the same day), which are largely confined to the borders of a nation.[35]
Newspaper readers thus feel a sense of belonging to a national community as a result of this
imagining of proximity over distance. Media such as newspapers may be said to mediate the
flattening effects of capitalism to create an imagined community.The population seized by
Pokémon Shock, in contrast, is not experienced as mediation to generate a bounded territory.
Pokémon Shock happened only in Japan as a result of broadcast zoning, and it can be said to



be more statistically likely to affect children between the ages of six and twelve. Yet it is not
inclined toward producing an imagined community of, say, Japanese children—at least not in
the first instance. National discourses and institutions do not fail to swarm onto the gathering
storm, but they are riding its wind, trying to determine the shape of a coming community. The
Pokémon Incident suggests that at the heart of mediation there is immediation, and at the
heart of imagined community there is an image economy wherein it is impossible to separate
neurons and television infrastructures. This economy may be called an attention economy, with
the caveat that it is precisely because attention to specific features or objects can never be
assured that an economy actually emerges, gathering, vortexlike, around something prior to
attention. Likewise, governmental, medical, parental, and media concerns begin to circle
around the anomaly they cannot dispense with. This is the brainstorm that the first part of this
study aims to explore. To track it, we may have to come closer to the screen, closer to both
television and animation, than is perceptually or consciously comfortable.2Neurosciences and
TelevisionA growing number of essays with strong scientific backing tell us that television is
bad for us. There is nothing new about talking about the ills of TV and deploying cognitive
sciences, psychological research, and physiological studies to do so, but there has been a
gradual yet pronounced shift in emphasis. In “Television Addiction Is No Metaphor,” published in
Scientific American, Robert Kubey and Mihaly Csikszentmihaly put it this way: “Scientists have
been studying the effects of television for decades, generally focusing on whether watching
violence on TV correlates with being violent in real life. . . . Less attention has been paid to the
basic allure of the small screen—the medium, as opposed to the message.”[1]Anyone familiar
with Marshall McLuhan will probably not find such a statement particularly novel. Within
communication, media, and film studies, a resolute distinction between medium and message
feels as tired and overworked as nature versus nature in popularized biology. But there is
something other than a dubious distinction between medium and message at stake. As Kubey
and Csikszentmihaly’s essay suggests, prior studies tended to highlight the impact of television
on social behavior and to link physical issues to mental health (for instance, violence, obesity,
sociality, or school performance), whereas newer studies place greater emphasis on the
physiological, primarily neurological, effects of media. The shift is from psychology to
neurology. As such, even though the echoes of media determinism in these new discussions of
why television is bad for us often lack nuance and novelty in accounting for the effects of
media, what demands attention is the shift toward neurosciences, which brings something new
into the mix.Intoxication and Brain HealthThe shift from psychology to neurology brings with it a
shift in social concern. Studies of the effects of television on violence, antisociality, obesity,
numbing of emotion, and reduced ability to learn, for instance, displayed concern for deviant
behavior, as if television—or more precisely an excess of it—interfered with the processes of
healthy development in accordance with received social norms. Such studies have not
disappeared, of course, and will not soon disappear.[2] But as neurosciences gain in
explanatory range and scientific authority, they are displacing them. A different concern is
appearing. No longer is television primarily a matter of social norms and deviancy but of brain
health and controlled intake. Kubey and Csikszentmihaly’s conclusion clearly articulates such a
shift in concern: “Maintaining control over one’s media habits is more of a challenge today than
it has ever been. TV sets and computers are everywhere. But the small screen and the Internet
need not interfere with the quality of the rest of one’s life. In its easy provision of relaxation and
escape, television can be beneficial in limited doses.”[3]Simply put, media are increasingly
treated as intoxicants, comparable in effect to other everyday yet potentially harmful
substances such as alcohol and cigarettes. Research on media addiction thus faces problems



similar to those faced by addiction research more generally. An article in Nature, for instance,
compares the difficulties faced by those who wish to conduct research on television with the
difficulties faced by those who conducted research on the effects of smoking: objections to
such research arise because it is seen as ethically intrusive, and effects are exceedingly
difficult to track.[4] Difficulties arise because culture gets in the way: not only do families resist
studies because they feel their practices are acceptable but there is also always the possibility
of hidden factors not directly related to media exposure that interfere with solid results based
on isolable effects.[5] In any case, even if no one is proposing that television screens are like
cigarettes in terms of degree of toxicity, it is clear that television and other media, especially
video games and the Internet, are being treated in light of how they affect and alter the brain in
the manner of intoxicants or toxic substances. Troubling questions arise. What does it mean to
rely on neurosciences and cognitive science to define doses and limits of media based on
brain health?References to the Pokémon Incident frequently appear in the literature on why
television is bad for your (brain) health. This is not surprising: in terms of sheer numbers and
news coverage, the incident remains the most spectacular instance of television-induced
neurological effects. Consequently, the Pokémon Incident is almost invariably cited in the
neurological literature as proof of the direct effect of television on audiences. Discussions of
television effects commonly move rapidly from Pokémon Shock to video games. The evocation
of video games is not surprising for a number of reasons. First, the Pokémon anime series
derived from the globally popular handheld Nintendo game. Second, incidents in which both
Nintendo handheld games and arcade games had apparently induced seizures had been
widely reported in Japan and North America. Finally, although quickly discredited, Mori Akio’s
account of “game brain” was highly popular in Japan and widely cited in the international press
and online reviews, and its very popularity has given it a good deal of currency.[6] Noting a
decline in beta brain wave activity in gamers, Mori claimed they “were hardly using the frontal
regions of their brains, which are important for emotional processing, planning and self-
control.”[7]It is not surprising, then, that the effects of television, animation, and video games
should be folded into a general discourse on the neuronal impact of screens. Indeed,
discussions of media addiction move readily from television screens to “electronic game
screens” (as they are frequently styled), conflating them. In the Scientific American article, for
instance, the Pokémon animation is actually described as a “video game broadcast”:In 1997, in
the most extreme medium-effects case on record, 700 Japanese children were rushed to the
hospital, many suffering from “optically stimulated epileptic seizures” caused by viewing bright
flashing lights in a Pokémon video game broadcast on Japanese TV. Seizures and other
untoward effects of video games are significant enough that software companies and platform
manufacturers now routinely include warnings in their instruction booklets. Parents have
reported to us that rapid movement on the screen has caused motion sickness in their young
children after just 15 minutes of play.[8]Even as the article proposes to call attention to the
effects of the medium (television), the scope rapidly expands from television to other media,
such as video games, mobile phones, the Internet, and screens in general. Similarly, broadcast
and cable, the wireless and wired, merge into general paradigm of screen exposure. In
contrast, in the actual research on photosensitive epilepsy (PSE), scientists introduce basic
distinctions between media, distinguishing between animations and video games when
considering, for instance, the effects of light, color, and flicker, and when distinguishing
between different kinds of screen technology such as cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal
display (LCD), plasma screens, and combinations thereof. The scientific accounts generally
agree that CRT screens and low-wavelength deep red flicker present the worst-case scenario



for evoking seizures. But ultimately, despite the distinctions drawn between media platforms
and mediums in their research, they nevertheless conclude that newer screen technologies
and moving image techniques present similar risks. Scientific research on epilepsy thus winds
up endorsing the idea of screen ecology, which is to say that although screens may be
empirically different in their technological parameters, they may induce similar effects. As
Charles Acland writes, “The concept of the ‘screen’ stitches together an identifiable and
meaningful array of artifacts” but “technical specifications—screen size, aspect ratio, resolution,
frame and refresh rate, brightness, color scale—only [get] us so far in our job of actually
understanding the related senses, sensibilities, and practices that form as a consequence of
media use.”[9] A sort of “virtual unity” arises through and across distinctive kinds of screens,
these “surfaces for animation.”[10]
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